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Our picks for places to know and go ( one we love: Myanmar, page 112)
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We looked forward to getting
ready for each wonderful
evening on board.

BEGIN YOUR STORY with Crystal Cruises’
award-winning service, exceptional choices, extraordinary
luxury plus the convenience of new all-inclusive voyages.
To learn more about all of our exciting itineraries, and
to book your voyage, contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor.
• Book by February 28, 2013 for
best available Book Now fares
• The unparalleled all-inclusive Crystal Experience
features: complimentary ﬁne wines, champagne,
premium spirits, non-alcoholic beverages, superb Italian
cuisine at Prego and innovative Asian menus from
Nobu Matsuhisa, as well as complimentary gratuities
for housekeeping, dining and bar staff

See inside for details…
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B E G I N A N E W S T O RY ™

CRUISE T HE MEDITERRANEA N A N D SAV E U P TO $ 1 , 5 0 0
WITH BOOK NOW FARES.
We invite you to discover some of the most fabled destinations on Earth with some of
the best fares in history. Save up to $1,500 per person with limited-time Book Now Fares
and begin a new story with the all-inclusive experience of the World’s Best. But don’t
wait, to enjoy award-winning luxury and exceptional value, book your Crystal cruise with
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B R O C H U R E P E R PERSON
FA R E S F R O M

B O O K N OW P E R PERSON
FA R E S F R O M

3312

9

May 30

Mediterranean & W. Europe

Barcelona to London

Crystal Serenity

$10,680

$3,940

3313

7

Jun 8

Northern Europe

London to Copenhagen

Crystal Serenity

$7,770

$2,885

3315

10

Jun 25

Baltic Sea & Russia

Stockholm to Copenhagen

Crystal Serenity

$12,700

$4,850

3316

15

Jul 5

North Cape

Copenhagen to Stockholm

Crystal Serenity

$20,450

$9,225

3216

7

Jul 6

Mediterranean

Istanbul to Rome

Crystal Symphony

$7,390

$2,495

3317

10

Jul 20

Baltic Sea & Russia

Stockholm to Copenhagen

Crystal Serenity

$12,700

$4,850

3218

9

Jul 25

Mediterranean

Istanbul to Rome

Crystal Symphony

$9,700

$3,850

3318

10

Jul 30

Baltic Sea & Russia

Copenhagen to Stockholm

Crystal Serenity

$12,700

$4,850

3219

7

Aug 3

Mediterranean

Rome to Barcelona

Crystal Symphony

$7,590

$3,095

3319

10

Aug 9

Baltic Sea & Russia

Stockholm to London

Crystal Serenity

$12,700

$4,850

3220

12

Aug 10

W. Europe & Mediterranean

Barcelona to Lisbon

Crystal Symphony

$12,270

$5,135

BOOK BY 2/28/ 13

2 01 3 VOYAG E

Virtuoso today.

• Most voyages start or end with an overnight in port
• New optional air add-ons available

Book Now Cruise-Only Fares are per person in U.S. dollars, double occupancy, for category E on Crystal Symphony and category C on Crystal Serenity, include all promotional savings, apply to new bookings only made between
1/1/2013 and 2/28/2013 and do not include port, security and handling charges of $255-$645. All offers may not be combinable with other promotions, apply to first two full-fare guests in stateroom or suite, are capacitycontrolled, subject to availability and may be withdrawn or changed at any time without notice. Optional air add-ons are available from designated Crystal Cruises gateway cities in the U.S. and Canada and include all government
taxes and fees. Individual Virtuoso Voyager Club amenities are available on all sailings. Virtuoso Voyager Club events and amenities are subject to change without notice and may require a minimum number of participants.
Amenities vary by departure date. Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor for more details. Guests must be booked into the Virtuoso Voyager Club Group to be eligible for Voyager Club amenities. All fares, itineraries, programs,
policies and shore excursions are subject to change. Restrictions apply. See crystalcruises.com for complete terms and conditions of all offers. ©2013 Crystal Cruises, Inc., Ships’ registry: The Bahamas

PAC K F O R YO U R
BLUE SEA

A DV E N T U R E .
WE’LL

P R E PA R E

T H E R E D C A R P E T.

Our Northern Europe escape
was stunning : From the

waterways of Stockholm to the
treasures of St. Petersburg

(including our new nesting dolls)…

Book with your Virtuoso Travel Advisor and receive exclusive Virtuoso Voyager Club amenities on all sailings, including:
• Competitive cruise fares
• Personable onboard host
• Onboard welcome reception

• Full-day shore event or shipboard credit
• Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor for customized options

Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor to book your cruise aboard the
World’s Best and receive exclusive Virtuoso Voyager Club amenities.

B E G I N A N E W S T O RY ™

tastic locations

tastic spas

tastic suites

tastic restaurants

The world’s most luxurious hotel group in the world’s most exciting destinations.
For reservations, please call your Virtuoso travel advisor.

Galeries lafayette
the department store capital of fashion
WELCOME DESK • TOURIST TAX REFUND • FASHION SHOWS
PRIVILEGED WELCOME & VIP SERVICE • GOURMET STORE & RESTAURANTS

YOUR VIRTUOSO OFFER
Your exclusive Virtuoso VIP Welcome Kit includes:
• 10% discount card*
• Complimentary glass of champagne
• Private fashion show invitation
with VIP seating**

VIP SHOPPING KIT

* See conditions in store. ** On Fridays at 3pm,
subject to calendar, reservations required.

Ask your Virtuoso
Travel Advisor

To benefit from this offer, please contact
your Virtuoso Travel Advisor.

40, BD HAUSSMANN 75 009 PARIS. METRO CHAUSSÉE D’ANT IN-LA FAYETTE. TEL.: 01 42 82 36 40
OPEN MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY FROM 9.30 AM TO 8 PM. LATE N IGHT OPENING EVERY THURSDAY UNTIL 9 PM.

galerieslafayette.com

Ocean-View Villas & Bungalow Guest Rooms | 36 Holes of Golf
Spa | Pools | Beach | Unique Dining Experiences | Camp Pelican™
340 Days of Sunshine | Daily Flights to LA & Orange County Airports
For Reservations, please contact your Virtuoso travel advisor
Virtuoso amenities include: Daily Breakfast for Two, One Time $100 Golf or Spa Services Credit
(not valid for retail) and Upgrade at time of check-in (based on availability).

ExpEriEncE thE plEasurE
of ultimatE luxury.

Voyages of Adventure and Luxury
Aboard a Silversea Cruises Expedition

Arctic and Antarctic Cruises — The Modern Explorer’s Final Frontier
Imagine exploring the earth’s polar regions aboard a ship specifically designed to push through
ice floes with ease. With Silversea you will journey to the ends of the earth to experience the thrill
of up-close encounters with polar bears and penguins, aboard the equally luxurious 132-guest
expedition cruise ship, the Silver Explorer. Discover the little known, with the help of Silversea’s expert
Expedition Team including naturalists, historians, biologists and seasoned expedition leaders.

All fares, savings, offers, itineraries and programs are subject to change without notice. All information contained herein is accurate and in effect at time of publication. Silversea reserves the right to correct any errors and omissions, and
to cancel any offered product or service in the event of such error or omission. Visit Silversea.com for complete Terms &Conditions. Ships’ registry: Bahamas. Virtuoso Voyager Club amenities and events are subject to change without
notice. Virtuoso Voyager Club events require a minimum/maximum number of participants and may not be combinable with other offers. Space is limited, black-out dates and restrictions may apply.

Introducing Silver Galapagos — Arriving Late September 2013
Now you can experience responsible ecotourism without sacrificing luxury. Get up close and personal with blue-footed
boobies, giant tortoises and iguanas in the Galapagos archipelago aboard Silversea’s intimate 100-guest all-suite
expedition vessel, Silver Galapagos. Live the life in lavish accommodations with butler service, your choice of firm
or soft mattress and the finest Pratesi linens. You’ll also savor sumptuous regionally-inspired cuisine
and complimentary fine wines and spirits. Even your shore excursions are included.

Call your Virtuoso travel advisor today to reserve
the suite of your choice.

®
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SWEPT AWAY

On board a vintage sailing yacht, a voyage through
Greece and Turkey turns back time – and turns heads.
By KIM BROWN SEELY

84

25 Must-See
Destinations
for 2013

12

94

Go with
the Floe

Virtuoso advisors’
picks for this year’s
most buzzworthy
places on the planet.

Polar bears, horned
whales, and sea ice for
miles: Bundle up for
adventure in the high
Canadian Arctic.

By AARON GULLEY

By Justin Paul

VIRTUOSO LIFE
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Past Present

Myanmar opens the
door to Old Asia.
By Aaron Gulley

On the cover

Moment in
the sun:

Nuns collect alms
near Mandalay,
Myanmar.
Photography by
Jen Judge
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enjoy…
IT’S ALL INCLUDED.

Elegant Ships With All Ocean-View
Suites, Private Balconies and
No More Than 700 Guests
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the suite life…
IT’S ALL INCLUDED.

Elegant Ships With All Ocean-View
Suites, Private Balconies and
No More Than 700 Guests
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never cease to impress me;
they’re truly some of the most
well-traveled, well-connected
people on the planet. Case in point:
Myanmar (captured on the cover). Every
year Virtuoso hosts a photography contest
soliciting our advisors’ top pictures from
their travels. (To see the recent winners,
check out the September/October 2012
issue online at www.virtuoso.com.) The
submissions span the globe, but when
not one or two but three of the top ten
photographs were snapped in Myanmar,
the editors decided to investigate. Clearly,
our advisors had found a place where a
picture is worth a thousand words. We
sent a writer and photographer (who
happen to be husband and wife) to report
on the country’s still-developing tourism
infrastructure. Check out their resulting
article and photographs on page 112 . Suffice
it to say, they both want to return.
Myanmar also appears on this issue’s list
of the top 25 places to go now. We asked
Virtuoso advisors to identify the most
intriguing emerging destinations for 2013.
From countries just embracing tourism to
new reasons to visit old favorites, you’ll find
their list of where to go now – along with
their tips and insight – on page 84.
Such insight is the mission of Virtuoso

Life: to help you travel better by traveling
Virtuoso style – the ideal result of your
collaboration with your advisor, and
the network of connections, resources,
benefits, and value they offer. The only
question is, Where to next?

EDITORIAL DIRECTOR
esrnka@virtuoso.com

EDITOR’S RECOMMENDATION
My new favorite luggage.

I always resolve to pack smarter – and until I commit to hauling less
stuff, this suitcase fits the bill. I recently took a Road Warrior M Series
collapsible suitcase to Europe for a Danube River cruise (read about the
trip on page 24). The construction is impressive – lightweight but sturdy,
stable, and easy to maneuver. The best part: It collapses to mere inches
and easily stashed under the bed in my small cabin. With evidence of
overpacking out of sight, I feel smarter already. M Series bags starting
from $263; www.roadwarriorluggage.com.
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BEN LERMAN

Tony Adler, Noelle Belt, Julie Caldo, Lea Diele, Dean Horvath,
Sharon Howell, Ken Neibaur, Eleanor Nelson, Anne Scully,
Jim Sheehy, Haisley Smith, Mary Jean Thompson, Alfred Volden

Contributors
KIM BROWN SEELY Seattle, Washington
Virtuoso Life contributing writer, “Swept Away,” page 102
THE REPORT: “I’d never been to Turkey. Istanbul is extraordinary and,
of course, sailing the Sea Cloud down the Turkish coast and through
the Greek Islands was the most romantic thing imaginable, like reliving
the golden age of sailing.”
ALSO SEEN IN: Town & Country and Travel + Leisure
TOP DESTINATION FOR 2013: “Cuba and Bhutan – both places
I hope to see while they’re still otherworldly.”
AARON GULLEY Santa Fe, New Mexico
Writer, “Past Present,” page 112; “Where to Go Now,” page 84
THE REPORT: “Though I expected Myanmar to be a lot
like Thailand, Vietnam, and other countries to the east,
it bore more similarities to central Asia. One market on
Inle Lake reminded me of western China, and one of the
most common Burmese
dishes, a mutton curry,
was spicy and reminiscent
of Indian cuisine.”
ALSO SEEN IN: Outside,
Men’s Journal, Islands

AD XXXXX

TOP DESTINATION FOR
2013: “Myanmar, again –
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Explore the world onboard one of the
youngest fleets. Fly via Doha, your
gateway to journeys as rewarding as
the places you visit.

the wilder spots like
Mrauk U in the west and
the Mergui Archipelago
down south.”

JEN JUDGE
Santa Fe, New Mexico
Photographer,“Past Present,”
page 112
THE REPORT: “American politics
has been very polarizing in the last
several years. So to bear witness to
an entire nation [Myanmar] that has
its eyes on the future and is filled
with hope is very refreshing. The
unity and optimism are infectious.
It makes you want to help any way
you can, and certainly makes you
want to go back.”
ALSO SEEN IN: GQ, Condé Nast
Traveler, Audubon
TOP DESTINATION FOR 2013:

“The vast Mongolian steppe.”

PETER FRANK EDWARDS
Charleston, South Carolina
Photographer, “Swept Away,”
page 102
THE REPORT: “I’ve been on
all kinds of boats, but never
a sailing ship as exquisite as
the Sea Cloud. To see it in the
Greek and Turkish islands with
wind filling its 30 sails is an
amazing sight.”
ALSO SEEN IN: Garden & Gun,
Budget Travel, Food & Wine
TOP DESTINATION FOR 2013:

“I’d love to spend a couple of
weeks traveling New Zealand.”

JUSTIN PAUL Seattle, Washington
Virtuoso Life senior editor, “Go with the Floe,” page 94
THE REPORT: “Talk about blown away: I expected Arctic
wildlife encounters to stay with me, but the logistics and
experience required for a (very) comfortable life on the ice
were almost as impressive. Take the windstorm that came
out of nowhere: The camp manager battled gale-force winds
to save our tents while we were out; a few miles away, the
camp of Pond Inlet’s other expedition outfitter tumbled away
in the gusts.” TOP DESTINATION FOR 2013: “Surfing in Hawaii
for my 40th birthday.”

Launching soon:
ÏÖÑÜËÎÏȀÒÓÍËÑÙȀËÝÝÓ×ȀËÔËÐ
ËÖËÖËÒȀËÜÝËáȀËØÑÙØ
For reservations, please call your
Virtuoso travel advisor.
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Bhutan, the “Land of the Thunder Dragon”, is nestled high in the Eastern Himalayas. Discover the deep and unique living
culture of this mysterious and mythical kingdom, where pristine wilderness and timeless traditions take you back to an
age thought forgotten. Come and unwind through meditation or relax in a traditional hot stone bath that is available in any
one of our many luxurious resorts. With an abundance of flora and fauna, including some of the world’s most endangered
species, this carbon neutral destination is one of the world’s last remaining bio-diversity hotspots. Trek the highest peaks,
explore our ancient forests and immerse yourself in Gross National Happiness. Bhutan is waiting for you.
Visit www.tourism.gov.bt
Please contact your Virtuoso travel advisor to begin your journey to explore Bhutan.
twitter.com/tourismbhutan

facebook.com/destinationbhutan

Connections

VIRTUOSO COMMUNITY
Advisor insight, traveler photos, and how to find us on the go.

ASK THE ADVISORS
What are some tips for getting through airport security faster?
“At the San Francisco, Dallas/Fort Worth, Denver, and
Orlando airports, the Clear Card (www.clearme.com) is a
miracle. After a quick identification verification, the Clear
attendants escort you to the beginning of the security
line and even get a scanner tray for you. If you travel out
of one of these airports frequently, it’s a must. Children
under 18 are free and you can add a spouse for only $50.”
– Ken Neibaur, Palo Alto, California
“Wear a vest or coat with spacious pockets and load
your change, jewelry, belts, and electronics in the secure
pockets and then send the garment through the machine.
I recommend Scottevest (www.scottevest.com).”
– Martha Rhodes, Richmond, Virginia
“It never hurts to ask if you can use the VIP line.”
– Tony Adler, Sherman Oaks, California
“Apply for Global Entry (www.globalentry.gov). And stop
taking so much with you – downsize. Less in your carry-on
means less time for security to check it all.”
– Anne Scully, McLean, Virginia

YOUR SHOT
Photos from your travels.
“WILD HORSES”
Who: Morton Katz,
Pikesville, Maryland
What: Icelandic horses
Where: “I took this photo on a walk
near Snæfellsnes, Iceland, while on
a Tauck tour.”
Next trip: “South Africa, Namibia, and
Victoria Falls in October.”

ADVISOR REPORT
Just Back From:

Singita Pamushana Lodge
Malilangwe Wildlife Reserve,
Zimbabwe
“The service, accommodations, and incredible game
viewing surpassed everything
I could’ve imagined about an
authentic Zimbabwean safari
experience. Our group spent
three nights at the six-suite
property, with multiple game
drives – in the first 24 hours
we saw all of the “big five” –
and a visit to a local village.
Don’t miss Kambako Bush
Craft Museum – it’s a living,
breathing example of historic
Zimbabwe.”
– Lindsey Epperly,
Columbus, Georgia

Online

STAY CONNECTED
Digital Edition
Read the latest issue of Virtuoso Life
wherever you are by downloading
our iPad and iPhone apps at
www.virtuoso.com/VLapps.
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Feedback
Tell us what you think – we’d
love to hear from you!

Learn more at www.virtuoso.com.
Email us at vleditors@virtuoso.com.

(AIRPORT) DIGITAL VISION/GETTY IMAGES

TIP: “Don’t forget the 44-pound
baggage restriction on the prop
planes in Africa. Avoid storing your
bags at the airport and pack light!”

Send your best travel shots to VLeditors@
virtuoso.com for a chance to be featured in
Virtuoso Life.

Please contact your Virtuoso travel advisor to begin your journey at these Virtuoso preferred properties.
Europe Arion Resort & Spa · Blue Palace Resort & Spa · Convento do Espinheiro Hotel & Spa
Hotel Alfonso XIII · Hotel Bristol · Hotel Cala di Volpe · Hotel Danieli · Hotel Goldener Hirsch
Hotel Grande Bretagne · Hotel Imperial · Hotel Maria Cristina · Hotel Marqués de Riscal · Hotel Pitrizza
Hotel President Wilson · Hotel Pulitzer · Hotel Romazzino · Mystique · Santa Marina Resort & Villas
Schloss Fuschl Resort & Spa · The Gritti Palace · The Romanos · Turnberry Resort
Vedema Resort Middle East Al Maha Desert Resort & Spa North America Hacienda Temozon
SLS Hotel at Beverly Hills · The Ballantyne · The Canyon Suites at The Phoenician · The Chatwal
The Joule · the Nines · The Phoenician · The Royal Hawaiian · THE US GRANT
South America Hotel Paracas · San Cristobal Tower · Tambo del Inka Resort & Spa

©2011–2012 Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc. All Rights Reserved. The Luxury Collection and its logos are the trademarks of Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc., or its affiliates.

Virtuoso News

River Cruising’s
REWARDS

I

t was a perfect day for a bike ride – clear skies,

crisp temperatures, and an easy path beckoning even the least
athletic in our group. Cycling through villages with cobblestoned streets, past churches and storefronts and residences,
waving to the locals, truly immerses you in a place. This particular
20-mile ride along Austria’s Danube River was surprisingly easy, although I’ll admit that during a quick stop at a restaurant along the
way, beer and pretzels never tasted so good.
We were there for Virtuoso’s annual Chairman’s Event, a trip
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recognizing 60 top agencies from the United
On deck: Chairman’s
States, Canada, Mexico, the Caribbean, South
Event attendees.
America, and Australia. More than 130 executives and their guests gathered in Budapest, Hungary, for a weeklong
Danube cruise on the new 82-cabin AmaCerto, calling on ports in Slovakia, Austria, and Germany. AmaWaterways, recently voted “Best
River Cruise Line” by Virtuoso travel advisors, hosted the sailing
so attendees could experience firsthand the biggest trend in luxury
travel today: river cruising.

DANIEL G. O’BRIEN

Virtuoso’s top agency executives recently set sail on the Danube to experience
the travel industry’s hottest trend. Here, the highlights of their trip – and tips
for making the most of your own cruise. By ELAINE SRNKA

Virtuoso News

The sleek ship
hosted Virtuoso’s
Chairman’s Event.

In 2012, Virtuoso river-cruising bookings
were up almost 30 percent from the previous
year, and there’s good reason for the growing
popularity: The industry has changed. Ships
are bigger, with more spacious interiors,
more amenities, and more activities (such
as biking; Ama’s new ships were specifically
designed to accommodate a fleet of bicycles).
And cruise lines have added more ships, itineraries, and rivers to their rosters (in addition
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Austria’s colorful
countryside.

Matthew Upchurch (center)
with AmaWaterways’ Rudi
Schreiner and Kristin Karst.

to nine European rivers, AmaWaterways also
sails Southeast Asia’s Mekong and southwest
Africa’s Chobe).
“River cruising is a comfortable, luxurious way to see a destination without the
crowds associated with ocean cruising,”
says Rudi Schreiner, president of Ama
Waterways. “The last decade has been a
time of extraordinary creativity and innovation, and we’re constantly developing

ways to maximize not just the cruise experience, but the actual ships themselves.”
More activities mean more choices and
the flexibility to come and go as you like.
With all excursions included, choose from
traditional guided tours or new, creative offerings; do your own thing – or do nothing at
all. On our trip, some attendees slipped on
headsets for city tours while others followed
their own paths to cultural immersion.

(MARKET AND AUSTRIA) ESTOCK PHOTO, (SHIP) JASMINE VAN HEVEL

Seasonal highlight: Germany’s
Christmas markets.

London, Paris and Italy
The Journey Continues...
Discover how Journese offers the finest in travel, amenities and experiences
in Europe and beyond. Discover what it’s like to transcend reality.
SM

Call your Virtuoso Travel Advisor

|

Journese is the Luxury Brand of Pleasant Holidays

CST 1007939-10. UBI 601 915 263. TAR 5308. Copyright © 2012 Journese. All Rights Reserved.

Virtuoso News

France

Jane and Danny Jones. Right: Horst Förther,
second mayor of Nuremberg, watches as
Virtuoso’s Matthew Upchurch signs the
city’s register.

Distinctive & personalized vacations.
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clientele with the highest
of
personalized service, integrity, and
Whether on holiday, celebrating
a special occasion, enjoying a
honeymoon, or simply relaxing in
your favorite city or town, we take
care of all the details – impeccably.
For reservations, please call your
Virtuoso travel advisor.

YOUR TRAVEL EXPERT FOR TASTEFUL
VACATIONS TO FRANCE.

Château de Chenonceau (Loire Valley

TIPS AND TRICKS

What Virtuoso advisors want you to know about rolling on the river.
“Don’t forget your
bathing suit, even in
colder months. After
a long bike ride, a soak
in the heated pool
feels spectacular.”
– Greg Nacco,
Novato, California
“River cruising is
great for families, but
because there are no
connecting rooms
or specific children’s
programs, it’s best
for older kids and
teens, not younger
children.” – Carmen
Targa, San Juan,
Puerto Rico
“Keep in mind that
cabin sizes – even
suites – may be
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smaller than on traditional ocean ships. But
with so much to do,
you won’t be in your
cabin much anyway.”
– Grace Devita,
Hollywood, Florida
“Bring a small backpack and lightweight
rain jacket, especially
for biking.”
– Paula Gamas,
Mexico City
“Leave the cocktail
dresses and ties at
home – river cruising
isn’t formal.”
– Bob Watson,
Purchase, New York
“Be clear about
what’s included:

Excursions may be,
but soft drinks, bottled
water, or tips may not.
It’s important to know
in advance, as each
line is different.”
– Marty Gianni,
Larkspur, California
“If you’ve been to
Europe, this is a great
way to see it from a
different perspective
and visit cities you
might not otherwise.”
– Debbie Bush,
Swarthmore,
Pennsylvania
“River cruises are
perfect for anyone worried about
seasickness – there’s
absolutely no feeling

of movement on
Europe’s rivers.”
– Damian McCabe,
McLean, Virginia
“International clients
should be aware that
Ama’s guides and
staff are all Englishspeaking.”
– Ricardo Ferreira,
São Paulo
“If you want to see the
Christmas markets, a
Danube river cruise is
the way to do it. From
late November until
Christmas, every town
has one, so you can
explore a variety of
markets.”
– Ruth Turpin,
Fort Worth, Texas

(OPPOSITE) DANIEL G. O’BRIEN
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Staying on board has its own rewards
as well. The decor is sophisticated (we
especially loved the outdoor decks’ sleek
furniture), the service attentive, and the
dining top-notch, all with ever-changing,
up-close scenery.
Here’s a sampling of our activities –
along with some special receptions honoring Virtuoso.

Prost! Ann and Troy
Haas at a Vienna winery.

Budapest, Hungary: The cruise kicked
off with an evening sail-away while the
Pearl of the Danube glowed along its banks.
Bratislava, Slovakia: Some followed a
guide through this capital city, while others wandered into shops and pubs. Everyone
gathered for a private reception with government dignitaries at the Primate’s Palace, the
mayor’s home.
Vienna, Austria: Ama’s culinary excursion
included a tour of a sparkling-wine cellar and a
taste of the city’s famed Sacher torte. We also
toured the Kunsthistorisches (fine arts) Museum (which can craft private visits for Virtuoso clients) and dined at the Hotel Imperial.

AD XXXXX

Sentient Jet Charter* provides
world-class service and safety
delivered with real value and
without any tradeoffs. You receive
a private jet experience beyond
your expectations and peace of
mind knowing you are working
with an industry leader.
To book a trip, please call
your Virtuoso travel advisor.
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Sentient Jet Charter is a charter program of Sentient Jet Charter, LLC (“Sentient”). Sentient arranges flights on behalf
of charter clients with FAR Part 135 direct air carriers that exercise full operational control of charter flights at all times.
Flights will be operated by FAR Part 135 direct air carriers that have been certified to provide service for Sentient charter
clients and that meet all FAA safety standards and additional safety standards established by Sentient.

Private jet service that is always on point.

What’s Your Definition of
a Luxury Vacation?

Virtuoso News

For many world travelers, a luxury
vacation means opulent hotels with a
gazillion thread count bed sheets.
We beg to differ…
Virtuoso’s Albert Herrera with Valerie
Wilson, Shelby Donley, AmaWaterways’ Gary Murphy, and Rudi Steele.

At Natural Habitat Adventures, luxury
includes a charter flight deep into the
most remote part of the Kalahari, an
isolated tree lodge in the highlands of
the Galapagos, and safely coming faceto-face with a giant polar bear. Luxury is
an experience, not an amenity.

Ready to ride:
Paul Largay.
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If your definition tends to match ours,
call your trusted Travel Advisor today to
get your free 180-page
Catalog
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Dürnstein and Melk, Austria: Morning
walking tours and wine tastings preceded the
aforementioned optional bike ride to the next
port stop.
Linz and Salzburg, Austria, and Passau,
Germany: Don’t be deterred by the two-hour
drive to Salzburg; it’s worth the trip.
Regensburg, Germany: Choices, choices:
a visit to the Audi factory, a sausage-and-beer
culinary tour, walking, biking – and did I mention sausage and beer?
Nuremberg, Germany: After crossing
Europe’s Continental Divide, we visited
Courtroom 600, where the Nuremberg Trials took place, and met with dignitaries at
the Palace of Justice before heading back to
the ship for a celebratory captain’s dinner – a
perfect farewell for a perfect trip.

GO AmaWaterways offers numerous
seven-day Danube sailings from Budapest.
Departures: July 31, August 5, October 23, and
October 28, among others; from $2,746.
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DANIEL G. O’BRIEN (5)

If NON-BLEED, make it fit and centered in the LIGHT GRAY BOX.

Family affair: Motherdaughter advisors Tania
Lebrija Swasbrook and
Francis Contreras.

Dressed for success:
Dani and Jay Johnson with
Julie and Greg Nacco.

José and Carmen Targa
with Marite and
Mario Fuenzalida.

Come aboard...
& create memories that will last a lifetime!

Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor to
make a reservation.
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Copyright SNCF - Mediatheque

Discover the unique experience of traveling by train in Europe with breathtaking views and unparalleled
comfort. Leave behind the hassles of airports and roadmaps and welcome the smooth high speed journeys of
rail travel, which offer first-class luxury, reliability and peace of mind.
Train travel is more than getting from one place to another - it’s a destination unto itself.

Discover the finest luxury boutiques
and authentic previous seasons’ collections
with up to 60%* off. This is outlet shopping
as you’ve never known before.

Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor for reservations.
Ask for your exclusive VIP card for an additional saving of 10%, valid at any of the nine
Chic Outlet Shopping® Villages.
Discover the Collection of 9 Chic Outlet Shopping® Villages | ChicOutletShopping.com
LONDON, DUBLIN, PARIS, MADRID, BARCELONA, MILAN, BRUSSELS, FRANKFURT, MUNICH
*off the recommended retail price. © Value Retail PLC 2012
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High wired act:
Vail’s new
gondola #1
features free
Wi-Fi.

JACK AFFLECK

Mountain Do
In 1962, Pete Seibert and Earl Eaton opened Vail Mountain with nine runs and three lifts in the central Colorado Rockies where
Eaton grew up hunting and Seibert trained for Alpine combat during World War II. Fifty years later, Vail reigns as the nation’s largest ski
resort, sprawling over nearly 5,300 skiable acres with 193 trails and seven bowls spread across a seven-mile range. In addition to a season
full of concerts, on-mountain parties, and promotions at properties such as the 107-room Sebastian and 121-room Four Seasons Resort,
the ski area’s official birthday present is gondola #1, featuring ten-passenger cars with heated seats and complimentary Wi-Fi for
those who want to surf, share photos, and create Facebook-enabled envy between runs.

J A N UA RY | F E B RUA RY 2 0 1 3
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Gear to Go

What to Take Now
New globe-hopping gizmos for the year ahead.

1.

Got juice? Cameras, Kindles, GPS, phones, tablets – pretty
much your entire carry-on bag these days needs it. Solio Bolt
fully charges USB-powered necessities no matter how far away the
nearest plug is. Before leaving home, charge it from a wall outlet to
use as a battery backup during international flights. Park it on your
bungalow’s veranda (or rental car’s dashboard) before spending
the day at the beach and it’ll be ready to refuel gadgets overnight.
$70; www.solio.com.

2.

Light packers know that a zip-front hooded sweatshirt is the
ultimate multiuse travel garment: It serves as an impromptu
ocean-dip towel, pairs fine with a collared shirt, goes urban under
a corduroy or tweed sport coat, and, of course, keeps you cozy
beneath a ski coat. Icebreaker’s Sierra Long-Sleeve Hood hits
a combo of warmth and semitech looks just right. The 100 percent
merino wool’s odor-killing properties allow many wearings without
a wash compared to traditional synthetic fleece, and the fabric is
more insulating and water-resistant (and quicker-drying) than any
cotton option. $200; www.icebreaker.com.

2

Garmin’s fe-nix GPS watch sets itself apart from others with
features such as sending map views to your phone via Bluetooth so you can zoom in, pan, etc., as well as quickly share them
with friends. The waterproof watch includes a compass and altimeter, provides barometric and temperature readings, and enhances
workouts with distance and calorie tracking as well as an optional
heart rate monitor. Most important, after a long day’s wander, you
can easily follow digital breadcrumbs back home – whether that’s
a wilderness base camp or a hotel suite in one of Europe’s walled
cities. $399; www.garmin.com.

3.

1

4.

A clever rail system on San Francisco designer Mission
Workshop’s waxed-cotton Arkiv Field Pack lets travelers
coordinate components for their travel style, then add and subtract
storage on the fly. Say you order an Arkiv with a slide-on organizer
pocket, iPad file, eyeglass pocket, and cell phone holder. Here’s
how it works on a trip: Board a flight and slide off the organizer and
the iPad file for your seat, then stow the main bag. Arrive in Paris
and attach a shoulder strap to the iPad file, add the eyeglass and
cell sleeves, and now you have a sleek around-town portfolio. The
weatherproof components swap out in seconds for quick organization with less bulk. From $229; www.missionworkshop.com.

3

4

Carry-On Kit

Keeping TSA rules in mind, Great Useful Stuff’s new 10-by-7.5-by-4-inch waxed cotton dopp kit features a
detachable, transparent compartment for liquids, gels, and creams in 3-ounce or less sizes. The base kit can stay
packed in a carry-on while travelers pop the exterior zip-top compartment in a bin for X-ray screening.
$20; www.greatusefulstuff.com.
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For nearly 25 years, COMPAGNIE DU PONANT has been reinventing the cruise
concept to make their voyages uniquely authentic experiences where the emotions
of magical moments stay with you forever.
The itineraries have been finely honed by people who love the sea, in a company where the spirit of
yachting prevails. From the small size of the ships to the intimate ambiance of sophistication, adventure
and personal freedom that are the hallmarks of this company, every day is one to remember and cherish.
And this year LE SOLÉAL, La Compagnie du Ponant’s latest jewel is heading out to sea!
A streamlined silhouette, a warm and intimate atmosphere, refined design and contemporary decor
inspired by the Yachting world: welcome aboard for her inaugural season.

COMPAGNIE DU PONANT offers
the promise of rare and awe-inspiring
moments, inviting passengers to experience
the intensity of an “expedition” in five-star
comfort, to enter into the heart of a culture
and to wake each morning under a new sky.
Whether you have the soul of a discerning
explorer, a meditative spirit or simply love
wide open spaces, these voyages are an
invitation to cast off and discover another
way of being - that little extra ‘soul’ which
make some journeys the experience of a
lifetime.

YACHT CRUISES: EXPERIENCE CRUISING ANOTHER WAY
COMPAGNIE DU PONANT is an integral part of France’s maritime tradition, each day reinventing the ‘Art of Travel’ by
sea. Every guest is free to go at their own pace, while visiting secluded harbors only accessible to small ships, benefiting from
knowledgeable experts and naturalists, or pampering themselves in the Spa. Intimate size ships, an elegantly sophisticated
decor, attentive service and haute cuisine: this is their concept of luxury, to experience cruising another way.
LE BORÉAL has been awarded the “Best Newcomer of the Year” and the “Best Cruise Design of 2011” by the European
Cruiser Association. Both LE BORÉAL and L’AUSTRAL have been awarded a 5-star rating by the Koehler’s Guide.
SMALL INTIMATE SHIPS TO SEE
NATURE’S GRANDEUR
From 32 to 132 staterooms, the
hallmark
of
COMPAGNIE
DU
PONANT is the distinct size and high
level of sophisticated comfort on all
their vessels. This gives these cruises an
unrivalled air of intimacy, authenticity
and proximity to the crew, while
discovering new cultures and having
access to remote destinations such as
Antarctica, Spitsbergen, Maldives,
Orinoco River, Patagonia or the Baffin
Sea.

LE BORÉAL & L’AUSTRAL
(132 staterooms & suites)

TRAVELING IN STYLE

RESPECT FOR ENVIRONMENT

Offering a one-to-two crew to guest
ratio, every moment is dedicated to
the wellbeing of our guests. A discreet
service, where no attention to detail
is spared, provides a distinctively
personal touch.

Thoughtfully
selected
itineraries,
cruising under sail on LE PONANT,
using eco-friendly coatings, respecting
the local culture and raising awareness
among guests and crew; everything is
done at COMPAGNIE DU PONANT to
reduce the impact on the environment.

In a setting worthy of the world’s
finest
restaurants,
French-inspired
cuisine takes center stage, with
entrées meticulously prepared by
talented chefs and accompanied by a
selection of fine wines. The varied and
sophisticated menus will delight even
the most discerning gourmet.

LE PONANT
(32 staterooms)

LE BORÉAL, L’AUSTRAL and LE SOLÉAL offer
eco-friendly features including dynamic
positioning, a quiet electric propulsion
system, and a sophisticated onboard
wastewater treatment. Both ships were
the first to receive the international
Cleanship label.

LE SOLÉAL
(132 staterooms & suites)

EXCLUSIVE DESTINATIONS
ANTARCTICA, THE ARCTIC & GREAT NORTH
Aboard LE BORÉAL, L’AUSTRAL or LE SOLÉAL set sail on
an extraordinary journey with a team of naturalists who are
passionate about their subject. Enjoy a taste of adventure
on zodiac outings approaching wildlife as abundant as
it is exceptional in a majestic setting of tabular icebergs.
NORTHERN EUROPE & THE BALTIC
Head north to discover the great Baltic capitals and their
extraordinary architectural heritage: Copenhagen, Riga, Helsinki
and Saint Petersburg. Aboard LE BORÉAL experience the opulent
pomp of the Tsars and marvel at the grandeur of fjords, mountains
and glaciers where Nature has been preserved in all her wild
beauty.
GREENLAND & CANADA
On LE BORÉAL, experience immense landscapes of the Great North
where you will observe pods of narwhals, right whales, polar bears
and the hunting ground of the Inuit. Autumn is the ideal season to
appreciate the red-gold colors of Canada or to visit the Nunavut
glaciers along the Saint Lawrence estuary.
ASIA
We invite you aboard Le Soléal to discover the mysteries and splendors
of Asia, the pearls of the Orient, whose very names are evocative of
a journey. As we sail along you will be enchanted by the lights, the
colors and the subtle perfumes of Japan, China, Hong Kong, Vietnam
and many other countries. For the first time, Le Soléal is calling at the
Land of the Rising Sun, a country rich in contrasts, where the pace is
set by the energy of its huge cities and the calm serenity of the gardens.
CENTRAL AMERICA & THE CARIBBEAN
LE BORÉAL or LE PONANT will take you to the Caribbean’s sandy
beaches, turquoise seas, coral reefs, mountains and an exceptional
eco-system at sea and on land.Nearby Costa Rica unveils national
parks, nature reserves and active volcanoes.

EUROPE & THE MEDITERRANEAN
From the renowned Italian dolce vita to the sunny coves of the French
Riviera, sail LE PONANT where you feel as if you are on your own
yacht! On L’AUSTRAL, explore the Greek islands with bleached white
houses and blue domes. Or take a trip to the Adriatic and be immersed
in the wild beauty of this ancient region of thousand-year-old architectural
wonders.

EXCLUSIV

E
$100 on
board cre (1)
dit

EXPERIENCE CRUISING A DIFFERENT WAY
Unique destinations, hidden coves, extraordinary itineraries: COMPAGNIE DU PONANT presents a sampling of their
Cruise Collection.
A subtle blend of elegance, intimacy, fine dining, attentive service, all personalized for your comfort: Experience the 5 yachts
of Compagnie du Ponant, international cruising with a French touch.
WINTER 2012
2013:/LAST
AVAILABLE
STATEROOMS
WINTER
2013
: LAST AVAILABLE
STATEROOMS
Flights and transfers
included

$1,000(1) flight credit

per stateroom

SOUTH AMERICA

On board LE BORÉAL & L’AUSTRAL
WINTER 2013
From $ 4667(2)/person

CARIBBEAN

Flights and transfers
included

THE ANTARCTIC & THE ARCTIC

On board LE PONANT
WINTER 2013
From $ 3580(2)/person

On board LE BORÉAL, L’AUSTRAL & LE SOLÉAL
SUMMER 2013
From $ 4081(2)/person

SUMMER &
& AUTUMN
AUTUMN 2013
2013:: BOOK
A 30%
20% DISCOUNT
SUMMER
BOOK EARLY
EARLY AND ENJOY A
Flights and transfers
included

ADRIATIC

On board L’AUSTRAL
SUMMER 2013
From $ 3036(2)/person

RUSSIA

On board LE SOLÉAL
SUMMER 2013
From $ 7103(2)/person

Book early for BEST AVAILABLE RATES
Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor

ASIA

On board LE SOLÉAL
AUTUMN 2013
From $ 3903(2)/person

All inclusive price shown is per person based on double occupancy and includes port & safety charges, open bar, gratuities and fuel surcharges. The fare does not include flights and transfers, insurance, optional shore excursions (sold onboard), or personal expenses. (1) This offer is available
for any booking cruise + flight booked with Compagnie du Ponant, the offer is not retroactive. (2) Ponant Bonus fares per person based on two people sharing a stateroom, excluding pre/post transport unless mentioned on the ad. Offers are subject to change and availability. Ponant Bonus
Fares are the lowest available rate at the time of purchase. Offers are subject to increase or withdrawal at any time without notice as the ship fills. Additional restrictions may apply. For more information on terms and conditions see en.ponant.com. All rights reserved COMPAGNIE DU PONANT.
Document and photos are not contractual – Design: Transparence Productions Ship’s Registry: France. FL Seller of Travel Ref No ST37706 and CA Seller of Travel Ref No 2106116-40.
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GO LIKE A PRO

An Interview with

Hem Singh
Khangarot
The Micato Safaris
guide and lifelong Jaipur
resident shares his tips
for India.
Top discovery in Jaipur
This year:

“The tunnel to Jaigarh Fort. There’s
a very special surprise there, but you
must have connections to see it.”
explain “connecTions.”

“My lineage can be traced back
to the Sun dynasty, just like
Jaipur’s current maharaja.
I’m fortunate to enjoy certain
privileges that I can use to
enhance clients’ experience.”
FavoriTe indian ciTy
ouTside Jaipur, and how
you’d spend a day There:

“Udaipur: coffee on a private terrace overlooking the lake, a little
city exploring – especially the rural
areas – and a sunset boat ride and
dinner in the middle of the lake.”
a disTincTly Jaipuri giFT:

“Jaipur is a shopper’s paradise,
but the one gift I’d choose is a razai
(quilt), which is often given to
heads of state.”
True or False: “very good price"?

“False! Start negotiating.”
haggling Tip For markeTs:

“Smile, be nice, share a joke and
a laugh. The seller will be happier
to offer a better price. Even better:
Shop with a guide.”

entrance granted: hem singh
khangarot waits at the gates
of the Taj mahal.
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Cultural Immersion

OUT & ABOUT

Northern exposure
Scandinavia has
emerged as one of the
preeminent destinations for those looking to pair urban
culture with the great
outdoors. Travelers
on Tauck World
Discovery’s 14-day
journey alternate
explorations of
Stockholm, Oslo, and
Copenhagen with visits to lakeside manors and castles, plus cruises
along dramatic coastlines such as Geirangerfjord, where cliffs rise
some 4,500 feet from the sea. While most meals are taken care of,
the itinerary allows for free time to explore the capitals’ nightlife and
dining scenes on your own. Departures: Multiples dates May 17 through
September 8; from $5,490.
Stockholm’s
1628 warship,
Vasa.

Each winter, millions of
Hindu pilgrims converge
on one of four rotating
sites for ritual cleansings in
India’s Ganges or Godavari
rivers. This year’s event
marks the culmination
of 12 spiritual cycles, and
the number of pilgrims is
expected to surge. Cox
& Kings’ 15-day trip to
the Maha Kumbh Mela
bookends four days at the
festival with visits to Delhi,
Jaipur, and Agra. While at
the spectacle in northern
India’s Allahabad, travelers
can meet spiritual gurus
and witness bathings from Lakshmi Kutir Camp, 50 tents built
specifically for the occasion with electricity, private baths, and
verandas, plus an ayurvedic spa, yoga classes, and a vegetarianfocused dining room. Departures: Any day through February 15;
from $8,275.
Preparing for
the Kumbh Mela.

Southern Crossings

Retired hedge fund manager Julian H. Robertson Jr. built some of New Zealand’s most lauded lodges, and he’s now capitalizing on the portfolio
with two activity-packed private trips. The ten-day tours feature three nights at each property, including the 6,000-acre, 24-suite Farm at
Cape Kidnappers in the Hawke’s Bay wine region, where travelers can tee up on the clifftop golf course and look for kiwi birds. Guests tour
Milford Sound glaciers from the ten-suite Matakauri Lodge on Lake Wakatipu, then head to the North Island’s 23-suite Lodge at Kauri Cliffs
for more golf, horseback rides on the working sheep farm, and sailing on the Bay of Islands. Departures: March 11 and April 15; from $11,400.

(BEER ICON) Larissa Mancia/THE NOUN PROJECT

Cape Kidnappers and (left)
Matakauri Lodge.

Now brewing at Tennessee’s 62-room, 9,200-acre Blackberry Farm: Belgian beer. Tours of the gourmet hideaway’s latest endeavor ($20) end with samples of saison, pale ale, and dubbel. Doubles from $845, including all
meals and a $100 spa credit.

J A N UA RY | F E B RUA RY 2 0 1 3
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The STYLISH TRAVELER

GO GREEN

Making the world
a better place, one
trip at a time.

Designer Monica Nassif channeled Marlene Dietrich and
picked an elegant name from
her husband’s family tree for her
sleepwear line, Sophia Graydon.
The silks, laces, and cottons in its
debut collection of gowns, robes,
and pajama sets make you feel
luxurious no matter where you
rest your head. From $175;
www.sophiagraydon.com.

Wave Goodbye

Hold the spa creams and hotel robes – the 208-room Beverly Hills Hotel’s gift shop has introduced the ultimate California souvenir: a six-foot surfboard. Though the century-old hotel is a
legend in pink, the board comes in contrasting tropical leaf-print green. $1,695 at the hotel and
shop.thebeverlyhillshotel.com.

Maine’s Inn by the Sea has
long walked the green path,
from partnering with local
fishermen to serve sustainable seafood to habitat protection that earned
it a Monarch Waystation designation
from conservation group Monarch
Watch. Its latest project: the endangered New England cottontail rabbit.
The inn works with local conservation
groups removing invasive species and
replanting native berry bushes and
other shrubs to give the rare bunnies a
chance to rebound.
In an effort to combat climate
change and halt desertification
in Asia, Korean Air planted
more than a million trees in heavily
depleted areas of Mongolia’s Gobi
Desert and China’s Kubuqi Desert
to help keep soil in place. Without
protective vegetation, spring winds
can blanket Beijing with fine yellow
sand and drive it as far as the western
United States. Another beneficiary of
Korean Air’s commitment to greening
the planet: Million Trees Los Angeles,
home of its U.S. hub.
Colombia’s 119-room Hotel
Sofitel Cartagena Santa
Clara goes beyond the basic
eco-practices of reduce, reuse, and
recycle, with preservation of historic
artifacts. Guests can view fourteenthcentury pre-Columbian bowls, a cannonball from an eighteenth-century
pirate attack on the city, and other
treasures discovered during renovation of the former 1621 monastery.
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(ELEPHANT ICON) JENS WINDOLF/THE NOUN PROJECT, (RABBIT ICON) THE NOUN PROJECT,
(TREE ICON) HERNAN D. SCHLOSMAN/THE NOUN PROJECT, (RECYCLE ICON) DOUGLAS DAGOSTINI/ THE NOUN PROJECT

Pajama Party

With the illegal ivory trade
threatening wild elephants’
survival (25,000 were killed
in 2011), five southern African countries – Namibia, Botswana, Zambia,
Angola, and Zimbabwe – have formed
the Kavango Zambezi Transfrontier Conservation Area (KAZA) to
help protect Africa’s largest remaining elephant herds. Roughly the size
of Sweden, it consolidates 37 national
parks and reserves under one massive
umbrella organization that works
with local communities to promote
ecotourism as a conservation strategy
and bring economic benefits to villages. African Travel offers safaris
into KAZA’s hidden corners, where
your vacation dollars also send an
important message – that Africa’s
elephants are worth a lot more alive.

It’s amazing what a little you and
me time can do. Sun your soul
in Greater Fort Lauderdale.
Visit sunny.org

VisitLauderdale

Scan the tag to
view a sunny video.
Get the free mobile
app at gettag.mobi

Passport
THE LAYOVER

Three hours at Narita, Tokyo
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Eat

Shop

See

Unwind

Sushi Kyotatsu serves prime
sushi at the bar or a to-go
counter filled with readymade rolls.

Find last-minute souvenirs such as designer Issey
Miyake’s geometric Bao Bao
bags (above) and Tsumori
Chisato’s Cats cell phone covers at trendy Harajuku.

The Nippon Origami Museum features folded paper
dioramas ranging from farmyards to dinosaur scenes,
with origami paper and howto books for sale.

Raffine spa offers massage
and reflexology in 20-, 40-,
and 60-minute treatments.

VIRTUOSO LIFE

(BAGS) ISSEY MIYAKE, (ALL OTHERS) TETSUYA MIURA

For the best layover-burning diversions at Japan’s primary international hub for long-haul arrivals and departures,
Narita International Airport, head to Terminal 1.

Ready for an Island Escape?

HAWAII
7 Days • Pride of America
Departs 5/4/13 – 6/1/13

For sun-drenched relaxation and warm sandy beaches, set sail with
Norwegian Cruise Line for seven magical days. Join Pride of America and
visit four Hawaiian Islands or experience the
new Norwegian Breakaway on a voyage
to Bermuda.
Wherever you cruise, you’ll find onboard
entertainment options for everyone, from
casual dining and activities for kids and teens
to gourmet restaurants and award-winning
Broadway-style shows. And when you book
a Suite or Villa in The Haven, you’ll enjoy an
exclusive experience with VIP amenities and
the largest accommodations at sea.

Honolulu, Oahu • Kahului,
Maui overnight • Hilo, Hawaii •
Kona, Hawaii • Nawiliwili, Kauai
overnight • Honolulu, Oahu
Balcony fares from $1,899
Suite fares from $3,099
BERMUDA
7 Days • Norwegian Breakaway
Departs 7/7/13 – 8/4/13
New York, New York • King’s
Warf, Bermuda two overnights •
New York, New York
Balcony fares from $1,699
Suite fares from $3,099

Book with your Virtuoso travel advisor to receive $50 per stateroom
Onboard Credit and a complimentary bottle of wine!
Offers are based on availability, are capacity controlled, apply to selected sailings and combinability with other offers is subject to change or cancellation at any time per Norwegian Cruise Line’s discretion. Fares are cruise-only, per person,
based on double occupancy, capacity controlled and current at time of printing. Onboard Credit is in U.S. Dollars, per stateroom, applies to the 1st and 2nd guest on the reservation and may not be used towards service charges. Bottle of wine
is one per stateroom. Offers include Suite and Villa categories. Onboard Credit and Wine offers are non-refundable, non-transferable and have no cash value. Government taxes and fees, and onboard service charges are additional. Other
restrictions and fuel supplement charge may apply. Norwegian and Virtuoso are not responsible for typographical errors or omissions. Ships’ registry: BAHAMAS and UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. ©2013 NCL Corporation Ltd.

Passport
FOOD & SPIRITS

Lofty Expectations
After a nine-month closure, The Sky Room has reopened atop La Jolla’s 112room La Valencia Hotel. Chef Luke Johnson, veteran of Chicago’s Alinea and
L.A.’s Mélisse, serves creative Southern California-inspired five- to eight-course
tasting menus: Tomato soup, for example, may be tomato water over heirloom
tomatoes, basil puree, and dehydrated Manchego cheese. 1132 Prospect Street;
858/551-3761.
The Sky Room’s Colorado lamb.

Grill with a View

Light on Your Feet
Aspen skiers must follow the pop of Champagne corks – or The Little Nell’s Twitter
feed (@TheLittleNell ) – to find the roving location of The Oasis, a mobile Champagne bar from the 92-room hotel. Open Friday through Sunday afternoons from
mid-February to the end of ski season in early April, the pop-up bar serves Veuve
Clicquot and caviar in slopeside locations that change weekly.

Gaonnuri recently opened on the
39th floor of an office building in
NYC’s Koreatown, pairing panoramic views and slick decor with
hot pots and tabletop barbecue
platters stacked with beef, black
tiger shrimp, and duck breast.
1250 Broadway; 212/971-9045;
www.gaonnurinyc.com.

Aspen’s swish-and-sip secret.

Acclaimed sommelier Andrea Robinson picked her favorite California vintages for business-class travelers on Delta Air Lines’
transcontinental flights between New York’s Kennedy Airport and Los Angeles and San Francisco. Through February, flight attendants will pour Equilibrium fumé blanc from Wine Enthusiast’s 2010 winemaker of the year, Genevieve Janssens, with wines from
Merry Edwards and Heidi Barrett in future months. Napa-based chef Michael Chiarello provides the accompanying menus.
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(WINEGLASS ICON) Fabio Meroni/THE NOUN PROJECT

Steak tartare and (below)
bansang – a Korean bento box.

Hawaii, a paradise for the senses
The enchanting islands that make up Hawaii offer a paradise for the senses. Few places on earth boast such
dramatic natural beauty and so many wonderful things to do and experience. You can snorkel in vibrant
waters, hike to a volcano, even swim with the dolphins!

Oahu, Hawaii

The Royal Hawaiian, a Luxury Collection
Resort
• Reduced rate
• Daily breakfast for two at Surf Lanai
• Royal Ocean Junior Suite
3 nights from $1189 per person

Kauai, Hawaii

The St. Regis Princeville Resort
• $100 Resort Credit per room per day
• St. Regis butler service
• Prince Junior Suite
3 nights from $1619 per person
Book - 12/16/13. Travel - 12/19/13

Book - 12/16/13. Travel - 12/19/13

Call Your Virtuoso Travel Advisor
Offers are valid on new bookings only and are not combinable with other offers. Sample price is land only, per person, based on double occupancy. Actual prices may vary based on travel dates and availability. Offers are
subject to availability at time of booking and may be changed or discontinued without notice. Blackout dates, minimum night stays, seasonal surcharges, taxes, resort fees and other restrictions may apply. Customer is
responsible for hotel taxes and fees on free night offer. Classic Vacations CST: 2079429-20.
657-1112

Passport
Insider Itinerary

An English Masterpiece
Stroll in the footsteps of PBS’ hit series Downton Abbey with this
advisor-planned private walking tour of England’s Cotswolds.

The Itinerary Inspired by the aristocratic family portrayed
in the popular post-Edwardian period drama, Austin-based
travel advisor Gay Gillen developed a trip to the Cotswolds,
a pastoral area in southwest England. “My clients wanted to
re-create an elegant house party in a stately English home,
so I secured an exclusive stay in a private castle for this
group of eight people,” Gillen says. “NoteWorthy Group,
one of Virtuoso’s UK connections, can help arrange visits
to private Cotswold gardens.”

DAY

1

LONDON

Virtuoso
Check into The
Advantage
Stafford London by
Virtuoso guests receive
daily breakfast for two,
Kempinski, a 105-room historic
and lunch or dinner for
country house in the city. “Head
two, once during stay.
concierge Frank Laino, who
greeted us at the door when we
arrived, arranged for last-minute aisle-seat theater tickets
to see Matilda the Musical,” Gillen says. “He’s nothing short
of amazing.”

1

DAYS

2

3

COTSWOLDS

Transfer by private coach (Lewis Day Chauffeur’s
Mercedes boast complimentary Wi-Fi) to meet your
guide and spend your days exploring medieval villages with
ancient churches, spacious parks, and famed gardens. On day
three, enjoy a private lunch with an earl and countess at the
manor their family has owned since the seventeenth century.
“The most in-demand garden to visit is Highgrove, the estate
owned by Prince Charles,” Gillen recommends. “But don’t
miss Kiftsgate Court Gardens and its new gilded bronze
water feature.”

2-8

tip
“Take a break from walking
and visit Hay Barn Spa (www.
daylesfordorganic.com). Yoga,
Pilates, ayurvedic massage –
who’d expect a Zen oasis in
the English countryside?”

1. Cotswolds countryside. 2. The Stafford London
by Kempinski. 3. Hay Barn Spa. 4. Highclere Castle,
where Downton Abbey is filmed.

4

PRICE: From $5,650 per person, including accommodations, guides and transportation, and most meals.
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(COTSWOLDS) James Osmond Photography/Alamy,
(CASTLE) Michael Wald/Alamy

– Gay Gillen

Gillen arranged accommodations at a nine-bedroom private
castle in the market town of Moreton-in-Marsh, complete with
indoor swimming pool and views of the Cotswold countryside.
(You could also stay at the 25-room Cotswold House Hotel &
Spa, a Virtuoso property in Chipping Campden.)

Be one with the captivating. Be one with this Caribbean gateway to the Maya world. Be one with
this Hemisphere’s largest barrier reef. As one of the last unspoiled places, you’ll feel an intimate
connection to authentic experiences in Belize. All just a two-hour flight from the U.S., in the only
English-speaking country of Central America. To learn more, visit TravelBelize.org and call
your Virtuoso travel advisor for reservations. And just be, in Belize.

M o T H E r NA T U r E’S
BEST KE pT SECrET

Bon Voyage

High Seas Hits

Six new reasons to cruise this year.

NEW SHIPS

Explore the Galápagos on Silversea Cruises’ newest expedition
ship, Silver Galápagos, and your encounters with blue-footed boobies,
giant tortoises, and iguanas will come complete with unadventurecruise perks such as butler service and complimentary drinks. The
100-passenger, all-suite ship, formerly known as the Galápagos
Explorer II, joins the fleet in September after an extensive makeover
for seven-day sailings along two distinct circuits.
Discover remote Alaska and Bering Sea islands with Zegrahm
Expeditions’ new all-suite expedition vessel, the 100-passenger
Caledonian Sky. The 15-day round-trip sailing from Anchorage
includes Dutch Harbor, the port made famous on Discovery Channel’s Deadliest Catch, and frequent Zodiac excursions to explore the
wilds. Departure: July 11; from $11,980.

Zegrahm’s new
Caledonian Sky.

NEW FOR ADULTS

Crystal Cruises’ 12-day Mediterranean sailing from Venice to Barcelona gets you revved up for fast cars and hot parties at the Monaco Grand
Prix. The 1,070-passenger Crystal Serenity calls at Monte Carlo for race day, with viewing options ranging from private-residence balconies to
exclusive driver/team prep areas. You can even attend the official Formula One VIP party. Departure: May 18; from $4,690. Grand Prix excursions
from $829 to $14,999.
NEW DESTINATIONS

Visit the cliffs and beaches where Leonardo DiCaprio filmed
The Beach and other Thai islands on SeaDream Yacht Club’s
inaugural voyages to Asia and Australia. The 112-passenger
SeaDream II’s itineraries range from 7 to 15 days; a 13-day
sailing from Singapore to Phuket features an overnight in
Yangon, Myanmar (for more on Myanmar, turn to page 112).
Departure: November 25; from $8,199.
Take on Alaska’s rugged and natural side with InnerSea
Discoveries’ multisport adventure-travel cruises this summer.
Not for the faint of heart, the 36-passenger Wilderness Adventurer’s
eight-day sailings between Ketchikan and Juneau feature exhilarating rain-forest and glacier hikes, stand-up paddleboarding, and
full-day kayaking adventures in search of bears, whales, and other
wildlife. Departures: June 8, July 13, and August 10; from $5,595.

NEW FOR KIDS
Kids can tickle themselves pink with Royal Caribbean International’s new Barbie experiences. The doll treatment begins with special stateroom
accoutrements such as a keepsake Barbie and fashions, blanket, and pillowcase. The theme continues with a tea party, designer workshop, and fashion
show, where kids can strut the pink carpet. There’s also a mermaid dance class and special Barbie-related activities in the ship’s youth programs. Barbie
Premium Experience from $349.
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(PhI PhI ISLANDs) Design Pics Inc./Alamy

Cruising Thailand’s
Phi Phi Islands and (below)
kayaking in Alaska.

for those who realize
once in a lifetime
only happens once
how you see the world matters

sm

expertly Guided world travel
For reservations, please call your Travel Professional.

Suite Talk

This issue:

SaintMoritz

Ultimate Upgrade
Inside our favorite splurge-worthy suites.

Panel discussion: The penthouse dining
and living rooms at the Carlton Hotel.

Views of the snowcapped Engadine Alps fill the new top-floor penthouse suite at Switzerland’s 60-room Carlton Hotel. A
private elevator whisks guests to the three-bedroom, 4,154-square-foot suite decked out with five outdoor terraces, a spacious
kitchen, plasma-screen TVs in every room, and a living room with an open fireplace and wood-paneled library. Penthouse perks
include butler service, breakfast and dinner daily, Wi-Fi, minibar, spa access, and shuttle service to the rail station, airport, and
Corviglia ski resort. From $19,435 for up to six guests.

Venetian
Renaissance
Due to reopen February 1 after a
15-month restoration, Venice’s 91room Gritti Palace has received a
full back-of-the-house technology
upgrade and flood basins to protect ground floors from the annual
acqua alta, or high water. The project
inspired a tip-to-top overhaul of the
fifteenth-century property, including
new terrazzo floors, restored stucco,
chandeliers, mirrors and antique
furniture, and, in the top-floor suites,
reupholstered walls. Doubles from
$780, including breakfast daily and
a $100 dining credit.
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Flags welcome guests to the
soon-to-be-reopened Gritti Palace’s pier.

Renewal Report
Three high-profile hotels emerge from makeovers ranging from mini to massive.

1.

Marking its centennial as San Sebastián’s grande dame,
the 136-room Hotel Maria Cristina unveiled an 18months-in-the-making renovation. The $25 million project
restored the art nouveau building’s lofty ceilings, delicate wall
moldings, and marble pillars and floors, adding bright Champagnetinted walls and silvery curtains. Maintaining the high culinary
standards for which San Sebastián is celebrated, the hotel has
introduced an outpost of Madrid’s haute Chinese restaurant Tse
Yang and serves traditional Basque pintxos, one-bite tapas, with
cocktails at Dry San Sebastián, its Hollywood-inspired bar. Doubles
from $225, including breakfast daily and a $100 dining credit.

2.

The 128-suite Rosewood Mayakoba just reopened
with 18 new family-friendly connecting suites overlooking
either the white-sand beach or mangrove-forested lagoons.

A newly designated staff storyteller offers stargazing and
stories on the beach for the kids while parents dine at one of
the four remodeled restaurants. Doubles from $750, including
breakfast daily and a $100 spa credit.

3.

From tennis court resurfacing and a new restaurant to
rooms refreshed with beamed ceilings, indoor and outdoor fireplaces, and patio whirlpools, little was left untouched
in the nine-month remodel of Rancho Valencia near San
Diego. The 45-acre, 49-casita resort also gained a fitness
center and 1,000-square-foot yoga pavilion. Veladora, its new
Mediterranean restaurant, highlights locally grown produce and
offers what’s sure to become the hotel’s most popular aperitif,
Prosecco on draft. Doubles from $675, including breakfast daily
and a $100 resort credit.

1

2

3

Clockwise from top left: A bedroom at Hotel
Maria Cristina, Rosewood Mayakoba’s beachfront suite terrace and main pool, and Rancho
Valencia’s Veladora restaurant.

J A N UA RY | F E B RUA RY 2 0 1 3
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Suite Talk

Starring

ROLE

Clockwise
from top left:
The hotel’s
restaurant,
foyer, and
pool.

ASk any star: The toughest challenge is living
NEW
HOTEL

up to the hype. Before the 202-room Shangri-La Hotel
even opened in Toronto’s entertainment district, it was
touted as one of the brightest of a cast that includes the stately Fairmont Royal York and elegant Ritz-Carlton, among others. Fittingly,
the hotel sold out its first two weeks to Toronto International Film
Festival attendees. Virtuoso Life took in the city’s latest feature to
see what the buzz is about.
Shanghai’s Zhang Huan sets the scene with Rising, a stainless steel
sculpture dotted with “peace pigeons” that soars 70 feet skyward at
the hotel’s entrance. Just inside, live birds twitter softly above fish
swimming in an indoor stream. A serene escape from the city, the
lobby has a living-room feel that’s warmed by a central fireplace, gray
leather chairs and low-slung coffee tables, potted orchids, and Wang
Xuyuan’s paintings inspired by eighteenth-century Peking opera – a
taste of the 480 commissioned pieces found throughout the hotel.
It’s an attention-grabbing entrance. Here’s what makes our highlight
reel from the rest:
• Vancouver architect James Cheng and Toronto’s Hariri Pontarini
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give guests a powerful and graceful orientation on the city: University Avenue’s lights seem to flow through the hotel’s windows and
illuminate its heart.
• Health and fitness amenities include an indoor pool, whirlpool,
sauna, steam rooms, and gym. Need motivation? Personal trainers
offer traditional spin classes, as well as sessions for yoga, Swiss ball
training, core conditioning, and meditation.
• With walls of Québec-grown oak and bold, blown-glass chandeliers reminiscent of leafy boughs, Bosk restaurant brings a forest
vibe to dishes such as parsnip agnolotti and Lois Lake steelhead.
• Three floors of Momofuku next door.
• Miraj Hammam Spa looks to Morocco for inspiration and traditional hammam and gommage (exfoliation) treatments. The spa
partnered with Caudalie Paris for a host of wine- and grape-infused
scrubs, wraps, and facials.
• The Lobby Lounge’s tea library features 68 handpicked teas from
around the world.
• In-room iPads offer customized programming to navigate hotel
amenities, as well as Toronto.

Bob Gundu/10 frame handles

Showtime at the new Shangri-La
Hotel, Toronto. By Liz Fleming

E
CALL YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL
ADVISOR FOR RESERVATIONS.

REGINA HOTEL BAGLIONI, ROME

ternityJ
THE HEART OF

Built on seven hills, Rome is an unforgettable encyclopedia of living history. Everywhere you look,
you will be overwhelmed by the powerful reminder that ancient Rome was the center of the civilized
world. A city of contrasts, the magic of Rome lies in its talent to blend the old with the new.
Situated on Via Veneto, one of the most fabled streets in Rome, the Regina Hotel Baglioni is a short
stroll to the Villa Borghese, Fontana di Trevi and Pantheon plus shopping hotspots Piazza di Spagna
and Via Condotti. This central location makes exploring all facets of the Eternal City easier and
offers a combination of the luxury of the past with modern hospitality. A unique atmosphere is
guaranteed with over 100 Art Deco-styled rooms and, after exploring all the city has to offer, one
can recharge in The Tiempo della Salute.
With breathtaking vistas, The Regina Hotel Baglioni offers Italian elegance with contemporary
design, guaranteeing a unique atmosphere and charm that is beyond compare.

Inspired By

1.

Oscar de la Renta

Black suede and gold brocade boots
$995, www.oscardelarenta.com

2.

3.

When it comes to embellishment,
La Serenissima puts on a rich display.
Carnival Done Right
Evocative in any season, Venice really piles on the gilt and brocade during Carnival. Spend a day cruising the canals in a water
limousine (with a guide) and the evening at the lavish Ballo del
Doge during tour company Onirikos’ immersion in Venice’s most
sumptuous moment (February 9 this year). From $3,075 per
person, including accommodations at Ca’Sagredo Hotel.
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Dolce & Gabbana

Gold-plated clip earrings
$495, www.netaporter.com

(GONDOLAS) Fusion/eStockPhoto,
(BOOTS, EARRINGS) CHRIS PLAVIDAL, (VASE) BEN LERMAN

VENICE

Studio Salvadore

Hand-blown and -carved glass
$5,800, www.vetriglass.com

YOUR DREAM
VACATION AWAITS

RIVIERA MAYA

MOOREA

PUERTO RICO

4.5-star from
$
*

5-star from
$
*

5-star from
$
*

INCLUDES 5 nights, Fairmont Mayakoba
& hotel transfers. BONUS save 25%.
MY TIME EXCLUSIVE room upgrade,
spa service upgrades & more.

INCLUDES 5 nights, InterContinental
Moorea Resort & Spa & hotel transfers.
FEATURES American breakfast daily.
BONUS 2 free nights.

INCLUDES 5 nights,
The St. Regis Bahia Beach Resort,
Puerto Rico.
BONUS save up to 40%.

575

665

1425

Ask about additional My TIme exclusive amenities!
My Time is a new concept in vacations, providing unique recognition,
extra amenities & special touches when traveling – all at no extra cost.

To book your Dream Vacation, contact your VIRTUOSO travel advisor today.
*Conditions Apply: Prices do not include airfare. Special promotions valid on new bookings only. Prices are per person, based on double occupancy accommodations. Tour and land packages do not include
meals unless otherwise indicated. Savings reflect land prices only and vary by resort and travel dates. Resort credits are not redeemable for cash. Availability is limited. Rates and/or package prices are
subject to holiday blackouts, peak period surcharges, and cancellation charges may be applicable of up to the full price paid depending on the package and when it is cancelled. Government imposed
hotel and resort taxes and fees may not be reflected in the advertised price and may be payable directly to the hotel and resort. Other restrictions may apply and vary by resort. Contact GOGO Vacations
for further details. My Time: All My Time offers are provided by our third party suppliers to My Time customers and are subject to availability. My Time and any third party supplier may (in their sole discretion)
substitute any of the offers for any other offer that is available for similar or no face value. All offers have no cash value, are not combinable with any other offers and are not transferable. Any offers not
used have no surrender value and are not redeemable for cash. Caribbean valid for travel 4/2-8/17/13;
must be booked by 5/10/13. Mexico valid for travel 1/3-12/19/13; must be booked by 2/7/14. Moorea
valid for travel 4/1-5/31/13 & 11/1/13-3/31/14. GOGO Vacations does not assume responsibility
for any errors or omissions in the content of the offers displayed. CST#2088177 ADV#757 SS 11/12

City to Go
713/523-1622), creative bartenders make their own bitters and
liqueurs. Drinking a Sazerac
never tasted so noble.

SHOP

Haute

Houston
Fine art and fine dining create
a well-oiled culture capital.
By Kirk Reed Forrester
PHOTOGRAPHY BY Shannon O’Hara

GO for Long known as a
business boomtown, Houston
now boasts a thriving arts and
culinary scene. The Museum
of Fine Arts, Houston (1001
Bissonnet Street; 713/6397300) has morphed from a
regional draw to a national powerhouse, thanks to a new A-list
director and ambitious exhibitions. Walk through leafy Montrose neighborhood and enjoy
the mesmerizing Rothko Chapel
(3900 Yupon Street; 713/5249839), the Cy Twombly Gallery
(1501 Branard Street; 713/5259400) and the internationally
acclaimed Menil Collection
(1533 Sul Ross Street; 713/5259400), a serene museum housing wow-factor works.
EAT Get the personal treatment at tiny Oxheart (1302
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Nance Street; 832/8308592), where plates of New
American cuisine are delivered by the wunderkind
chef himself. Like the sign
outside says, Underbelly
(1100 Westheimer Road;
713/528-9800) is “Reppin’
H-town with Love”; with the
city’s only in-house butcher,
don’t miss their charcuterie.
Finish the weekend with an overthe-top Mexican brunch, a killer
margarita, and live mariachi
music at Hugo’s (1600 Westheimer Road; 713/524-7744),
a local institution.

DRINK

Posh types head
to Tiny Boxwoods (3614 W.
Alabama Street; 713/622-4224)
for a cappuccino or glass of rosé
in a charming garden setting. At
Anvil (1424 Westheimer Road;

With 400 stores, the
Galleria (5085 Westheimer
Road) proves that everything
is bigger in Texas. Local favorite Kuhl-Linscomb (2424 W.
Alabama Street; 713/526-6000)
offers chic wares ranging from
antiques to apothecary. For a
more boutique experience, head
to À Bientôt (2501 River Oaks
Boulevard; 713/523-3997) for
accessories, Coquette (1848
Westheimer Road; 713/5277377) for elegant clothes with an
edge, or Dao Chloe Dao (6127
Kirby Drive; 713/807-1565) for
flirty styles by Houston’s own
Project Runway winner.

STAY The 232-room St. Regis
Houston is like a secret club
in the middle of the city. Guest
rooms look freshly modern,
while the historic Remington Bar
exudes classic luxury. (Doubles
from $339, including daily breakfast and one lunch or dinner.) The
122-room Hotel Granduca feels
like a Tuscan villa, thanks in part
to an Italian owner who furnished
it with antiques from his family
estate. Relax on the veranda with
a Chianti and savor la dolce vita.
(Doubles from $300, including
daily breakfast, a $75 food-andbeverage credit, and a signature
scented candle.)

Clockwise from top: City shopping,
chinaware at Kuhl-Linscomb, bustling
À Bientôt, Museum of Fine Arts sculpture, and attention to detail at Anvil.

THE ENCHANTING RHINE
$500 OFF PER STATEROOM!
7-night Basel-Amsterdam cruise from $2,749 per person
Solo traveler special: $250 off per stateroom
Optional 4 nights in Zurich & Lucerne for $1,040 per person
U.S. Departure Date: Aug. 4, 2013
Virtuoso Exclusive: Receive $100 Shipboard Credit per stateroom*

BLUE DANUBE DISCOVERY
$500 OFF PER STATEROOM!
7-night Budapest-Nuremberg cruise from $2,549 per person
Solo traveler special: $250 off per stateroom
Optional 2 nights in Budapest & 3 nights in Prague for $1,150 per person
U.S. Departure Date: Aug. 3, 2013
Virtuoso Exclusive: Complimentary full-day excursion to Salzburg*

ENTICING DOURO
$1,000 OFF PER STATEROOM!
7-night Douro River cruise from $2,399 per person
Solo traveler special: $500 off per stateroom
Optional 3 nights in Lisbon for $690 per person
U.S. Departure Dates: Aug. 2 & 9, 2013
Virtuoso Exclusive: Receive $100 Shipboard Credit per stateroom*

Additional 2013 Dates with Special Savings Available - Call for Details!
Valid on new bookings only, now through March 31, 2013
5% Early Booking Discount on 2014 departures!
Ask about AmaWaterways Exclusive Wine Cruises this fall

FOR RESERVATIONS, PLEASE CALL YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR
Terms & Conditions: Rates are based on double occupancy in Cat. E, cruise only, and reflects per person discount. Upgrades, port charges, land programs and airfare are additional. *Virtuoso Exclusive
is for Individual Bookings Only; groups not applicable. Shipboard credit is $50 per person ($100 per stateroom). Must ask for Virtuoso Amenity at the time of booking. Offers valid on new FIT bookings only
made by 3/31/13, not combinable with other promotions/discounts, and limited to availability. Offers are subject to change or discontinuation without notice. Other restrictions apply. CST#2065452-40

E n r i c h i n g D E s t i n at i o n s
inspirED cuisinE
pa s s i o n at E s E r v i c E

yo u r wo r l d

Your

way ®

Experience incomparable value onboard elegant mid-size ships.
contact your virtuoso travel advisor for these special offer fares today.

africa

alaska

asia

australia

caribbEan

EuropE

south amErica

south pacific

tEmplEs & thE holY lanD
Dubai to rome | 21 days
Nautica: april 29, 2013
Full BroCHurE FarE
from

15,816 per guest*

$

spEcial offEr farE
from

5,908 per guest

$

With frEE airfarE*

granD panama canal
lima to new York | 20 days
Marina: may 6, 2013
Full BroCHurE FarE
from

14,778 per guest*

$

spEcial offEr farE
from

4,889 per guest

$

With frEE airfarE*

frEE airfarE*
2 for 1
cruisE farEs*
bonus saVings
up to $5,000
per stateroom*

virtuoso exclusive

prE-paid
gratuitiEs*

pacific Exploration
seattle to seattle | 14 days
Regatta - June 4, 2013
Full BroCHurE FarE
from

9,998 per guest*

$

spEcial offEr farE
from

3,999 per guest

$

With frEE airfarE*

coastal alaska
seattle to seattle | 7 days
Regatta - July 5, 2013
Full BroCHurE FarE
from

4,598 per guest*

$

spEcial offEr farE
from

1,799 per guest

$

With frEE airfarE*

Baltic oDYssEY

copenhagen to stockholm | 10 days
Marina: July 5 & september 3, 2013
Full BroCHurE FarE
from

9,998 per guest*

$

spEcial offEr farE
Veranda Stateroom
from

5,549 per guest

$

With frEE airfarE*

ultimatE panama canal
san francisco to new York | 21 days
Regatta - august 22, 2013
Full BroCHurE FarE
from

12,598 per guest*

$

spEcial offEr farE
from

4,949 per guest

$

With frEE airfarE*

romancE & riviEras
lisbon to monte carlo | 12 days
Riviera - september 29, 2013
Full BroCHurE FarE
from

12,998 per guest*

$

spEcial offEr farE
from

5,199 per guest

$

With frEE airfarE*

*Fares and offers shown were current at time of printing but are subject to change as of January 1, 2013. Offers expire March 31, 2013. All advertised fares and
offers are per person based on double occupancy unless otherwise indicated, are subject to availability at time of booking, may not be combinable with other
offers or loyalty program benefits, are capacity controlled and may be withdrawn without prior notice or remain in effect after the expiration date. All fares listed
are in U.S. dollars, per person, based on double occupancy and include Non-Commissionable Fares. Cruise-related government fees and taxes are included. For
itineraries shown with multiple departures, sailing prices may vary. Single rates and rates for 3rd and 4th guests are available upon request; call for details.
Cruise Ship Fuel Surcharge may apply for new bookings and, if applicable, is additional revenue to Oceania Cruises. 2 for 1, Early Booking Savings and Special
Offer fares are based on published Full Brochure Fares. Full Brochure Fares may not have resulted in actual sales in all cabin categories, may not have been in
effect during the last 90 days and do not include Personal Charges and Optional Facilities and Services Fees as defined in the Terms and Conditions of the Guest
Ticket Contract which may be viewed at OceaniaCruises.com. Full Brochure Fares are cruise only. “Free Airfare” promotion does not include ground transfers and
applies to economy, round-trip flights only from the following Oceania Cruises Primary Air Gateways: ATL, BOS, CLT, DCA, DEN, DFW, EWR, HNL, IAH, IAD, JFK,
LAX, MCO, MIA, ORD, PHL, PHX, SAN, SAV, SEA, SFO, TPA, YOW, YUL, YVR, YYZ. Airfare is available from all other U.S. & Canadian gateways at an additional
charge. Any advertised fares that include the “Free Airfare” promotion include airline fees, surcharges and all government taxes. Some airline-imposed personal
charges, including but not limited to baggage, priority boarding and special seating, may apply. For details visit exploreflightfees.com. Oceania Cruises reserves
the right to correct errors or omissions and to change any and all fares, fees and surcharges at any time. Suite and stateroom measurements are approximate,
and those in same category may vary in size. Accommodations may also have different furniture placement than as depicted in the published photographs.
Additional terms and conditions may apply. Complete Terms and Conditions may be found in the Guest Ticket Contract. Ships’ Registry: Marshall Islands. JAN1301

Voted one of the World’s best cruise lines

Voted one of the World’s best cruise lines

Interview

Why I Travel

Ottawa’s Cindy Harrison and her family follow the sun.
Interviewed by David Hochman

O

h, I love Canada,” assures Cindy Harrison, who lives
in Ottawa with her husband, Don Whitney; daughter, Mariah, 17; and son, Gray, 16. “It’s the Canadian
winters I hate.” No wonder the family makes like
geese and heads south with the help of Virtuoso travel advisor
Sheila Gallant-Halloran. “Give me the Caribbean, Disney, Miami,
or anywhere warm,” Harrison says. Here’s what she’s discovered
on recent escapes.

“Everything about Northern California is memorable. San
Francisco, Napa, Big Sur, Pebble Beach – that part of the world
doesn’t disappoint.”

“Our advisor really made our trip there special with daily
recommendations, free upgrades at nearly every property, and
welcome baskets in all our rooms.”
“Lunch at Post Ranch Inn is like seeing Earth from the clouds.”
“We’ll be drinking Heitz Cellar cabernet for a while. We
brought back many bottles, as well as a bottle of Martha’s Vineyard
Cabernet Sauvignon that we’re saving for our 25th anniversary.”
“France and Italy are two places we’d love to visit next. We also
take one trip to Disney a year – we’re huge Disney fans.”
“For a smaller park with fewer crowds and more opportunities
to get on rides, head to Disneyland in Anaheim. But Orlando’s Disney
World is great for variety.”

tip
“If you’re visiting Epcot, make
a reservation at Via Napoli Ristorante e Pizzeria – the best
pizza in North America.”

Clockwise from top: Cindy Harrison in
Anguilla, Epcot’s Via Napoli Pizzeria,
and Big Sur’s Post Ranch Inn.
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(VIA NAPOLI PIZZERIA) DISNEY

– Cindy Harrison

A Better Way to
See the World

BIKING | WALKING | MULTISPORT
Experience the world’s most inspiring
locales—actively. You’ll travel in style and in
great company with our expert trip leaders.
And indulge in the region’s best lodging and
cuisine at day’s end.
Classic | Families | Singles–Solos | Private
CALL YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR FOR MORE
INFORMATION OR TO MAKE YOUR RESERVATION

Tasting Notes

Norman

Conquest

A Calvados a day keeps the
cold away. By ANTHONY DIAs BLUE
PHOTOGRAPHY BY CHRIS PLAVIDAL
STYLING BY HEIDI ADAMS

I

n earlier days, people made their spiRits

from whatever raw materials were available in
nearby fields: whisky from rye in Scotland, brandy
from grapes in Cognac, bourbon from Americangrown corn, rum from Caribbean sugarcane.
On France’s chilly but starkly beautiful northern
coast, they used a fruit plentiful in the region’s numerous orchards: apples. Calvados, the fiery apple brandy
made in Normandy, most famously in the Pays d’Auge
appellation, gets neglected in today’s fashion-driven
cocktail culture, but it shouldn’t (see recipe, page 66).
Known as “Calva” to both the working class and café
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The apple of our eye:
A Calvados cocktail.

W I T H AVA L O N C H O I C E S M C R U I S I N G

THE OPTIONS ARE ENDLESS

Welcome to an entirely new concept in river cruising. With Avalon, at
every turn, you will enjoy the luxury of choice. With no less than 35 choices
across included onshore excursions, complimentary dining options, and
onboard experiences, you can select every detail to create a river cruise
vacation that is perfectly customized to
you. And when it comes to your ship, you
can choose from new, newer or newest.
Welcome aboard Avalon Waterways.

ContACt your Virtuoso trAVel
AdVisor todAy to leArn About
AVAlon WAterWAys riVer Cruises.

Tasting Notes
sophisticates, it can be as rustic as a clog (one
famous use is as a trou Normand – a quick shot
taken during a heavy meal to put a “Norman
hole” in the stomach), but at its best, it rivals
Cognac for complex after-dinner sips.
THE CALVADOS
Père Magloire 20 Year Old ($80)
Dark amber in color, it’s lush and creamy
with tarte tatin flavors and notes of caramel
and molasses.
Château du Breuil 15 Year Old ($112)
Rich and refined, it has dense toasted-apple
flavors and a silky texture.

AD XXXXX

Adrien Camut Privilège 18 Year Old
($138)
An intense stunner with baked apple and
crème brûlée flavors and hints of mint and
citrus, it’s smooth and luscious with an
extremely long finish.

If BLEED, make it fit and center in
the DARK GRAY BOX.
Ads should have been designed
with bleed on all sides for balance
when imported.

Boulard Founder’s Reserve ($180)
This Calvados has an apple-forward nose
with complex oak nuances and toasted caramel tones.
Christian Drouin Calvados, Pays SPLURGE!
d’Auge Vintage 1962 ($487)
The silky, mellow texture delivers elegant
notes of toasted oak, caramel, and vanilla;
creamy apple flavors; and a mouth-filling
finish. Exquisite.
THE COCKTAIL
Esprit de Core
2 ounces Calvados
½ ounce sweet vermouth
Dash Angostura bitters
Apple wedge, for garnish
In a mixing glass, stir the Calvados, vermouth,
and bitters over ice cubes. Strain into a
chilled cocktail glass and garnish with the
apple wedge.
Pricey pours:
Budget-conscious they’re not.

If NON-BLEED, make it fit and centered in the LIGHT GRAY BOX.
There are NO FOLIOS
for 1/2-page ad pages.

36 exclusive rooms and suites
the 1947 fine dining restaurant
the White brasserie
the White bar
the cheval blanc spa
With exclusive treatments
by

guerlain

_____

p lease

contact your

PHOTO CREDIT

Cheval BlanC CourChevel
le Jardin alpin
73120 courchevel
france
virtuoso

travel advisor for reservations.
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Global Gourmet

Emerald City

Sizzle

Seattle’s hottest chefs serve up
a fresh crop of reasons to
dine out. By MARIKA CAIN
PHOTOGRAPHY BY CHARITY BURGGRAAF

A

nyone headed to

Seattle in the near future won’t be faulted
for chucking all sightseeing plans in favor of hopping
from one unforgettable meal to
the next. Here’s what some of
the city’s most revered chefs are
up to lately.
At Joule: Roasted potatoes
with olives and miso brown butter (above) and creamed Swiss
chard with wild sesame salt.
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Global Gourmet
Seif chirchi and
Rachel Yang at Joule.

Stay (and play)
just a little bit longer
AD XXXXX
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couple
$800 per
in added value

UP TO
There
are NO FOLIOS
for 1/2-page ad pages.
GoldLeaf Cuisine

SilverLeaf Service

*

It’s hard to go home after a memorable holiday
like this and now you can Stay & Play a little longer.
Discover the beauty of the majestic Canadian Rockies
on the luxurious, award-winning Rocky Mountaineer
rail journey.

STAY & PLAY OFFER—When you book a qualifying
holiday by March 31, 2013, receive a bonus credit of
up to $800* per couple to use towards enhancing
your holiday with your choice of exciting activities,
tours in the Rockies, additional hotel nights and more.

For information and reservations,
please call your Virtuoso travel advisor

*Terms & Conditions Offer valid on new bookings made by March 31, 2013. Travel between April and October 2013. Applicable to any holiday package with a land tour portion
of four or more nights from the 2013 Rocky Mountaineer brochure. Maximum offer value of $400 bonus per adult ($800 per couple) is with qualifying holiday packages
of seven nights or more in GoldLeaf Service. Bonus credit amount varies by class of service and duration of holiday. Offer has no cash value. Additional conditions apply.

From Korea with Yum:
RAcHEL YANG AND SEIF cHIRcHI
Hallmark: Umami for miles.
If you lIke: Revel
At this spare, open-kitchen space in Seattle’s Fremont neighborhood adorned with
giant pop-art paintings, Korean-influenced
street food (a short-rib rice bowl with sambal daikon and a lacy chiffonade of mustard
greens, for instance) arrives with a quartet
of house-made sauces.
Now try: Joule
The pair’s latest outing, in the brand-new
Fremont Collective building, focuses on
steak. Standouts include a spicy rice cake
with chorizo and pickled mustard greens
(an interpretation of a popular Korean
street snack from Yang’s youth) and kalbi
short ribs with grilled kimchi. Weekend
brunch entrees (chile-inflected porchetta,
grits-style brown rice cereal with roasted
sunchokes and dates) come with unlimited
access to a buffet where, recently, plates
of feta-studded persimmons shared space
with petite apricot biscuits and other treats.
3506 Stone Way N.; 206/632-5685.
Honest Food: MATT DILLON
Hallmark: Back-to-the-land, DIY ethos (he
established a farm on nearby Vashon Island).
If you lIke: Sitka & Spruce
Dillon’s first venture moved from its humble
original location to Capitol Hill’s Melrose
Market complex, where it shares space with
his wine bar and bottle shop, Bar Ferd’nand.
Now try: Bar Sajor
Dillon takes a run at perking up Seattle’s
foundering historic Pioneer Square neighborhood with Bar Sajor (slated for an early
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January opening). For this endeavor, he’ll
skip the traditional range top in favor of
unfussy wood-fired and -grilled meats
and vegetables, as well as rotisserie fare
and homemade bread. The casual space,
inspired by Spanish and Portuguese tavernas and London’s after-work pub culture,
should bring a welcome low-key, high-flavor
hangout to downtown Seattle. 323 Occidental Avenue S.; no phone at press time.
Organic to the Hilt: MARIA HINES
Hallmark: Total devotion to organics –
in a James Beard Award-winning way.
If you lIke: Tilth
Inside a converted Craftsman bungalow,
the mini duck burgers come with adorably
size-appropriate fingerling potato chips and
a charming treatise on their provenance.
Now try: Agrodolce
Fresh from an R&D mission to Sicily, Hines
takes on southern Italian fare at her justopened Fremont space. Handmade pasta, a
favorite at Tilth, gets the Sicilian treatment
here in dishes such as tagliarini with sweet

Hot quaff: Canon’s
Smoking Monkey cocktail.

COCKTAIL TALK Where to start – or finish – your evening.
Essex: A jewel box of a bar from the creators
of pizza sensation Delancey, this Ballard craft
cocktail bar serves light snacks in a pretty
nook. 1421 NW 70th Street; 206/724-0471.
Canon: A cocktail snob’s dream, the menu at
this Capitol Hill “whiskey and bitters emporium” includes the Smoking Monkey (banana-

infused Jameson, sherry, Ardbeg Scotch),
a $960 bourbon, and Chartreuse on tap.
928 12th Avenue; 206/552-9755.
Vessel: A refreshing break from the chain
mentality of downtown Seattle, Vessel serves
great cocktails and eats such as foie gras buttered popcorn. 624 Olive Way; 206/623-3325.
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A legendary Jamaican resort as timeless and elegant as any in the Caribbean.

It’s the kind of place that transforms trips into family traditions.
If NON-BLEED, make it fit and centered in the LIGHT GRAY BOX.
There are NO FOLIOS
for 1/2-page ad pages.

ESCAPE THE WINTER CHILLS TO THE WARMTH OF HALF MOON.
Book the Winter Break and get $200 resort credit, daily breakfast and roundtrip airport transfers. For reservations, call your Virtuoso Luxury Advisor.

Rules and Restrictions may apply.

Global Gourmet
myrtle, pecorino, and pistachios imported
from Sicily. There’s housemade burrata,
arancini (fried risotto with ragù), and, as
with all her restaurants, organic certification from Oregon Tilth. 709 N. 35th Street;
206/547-9707.
Northwest Cool: RENEE ERICKSON
Hallmarks: A rustic French je ne sais quois.
And homemade pickles.

destination
everywhere
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If you lIke:

The walrus and the Carpenter
The nationally acclaimed oyster bar and
king of the two-hour-but-worth-it wait in
Ballard has a deservedly huge following –
and a way with fried brussels sprouts.
Now try: The whale wins
Erickson turns her attention to wood-fired
fare with emphasis on veggies at her new
space, across the hall from Joule in the Fremont Collective. Here even hummus, that
white noise of the snack tray, is transcendent (a rich, creamy white bean puree served
on grilled bread, topped with vinegary
braised greens and pickled peppers). Meat

Italian Stallion: ETHAN STOwELL
Hallmarks: Fresh Italian-inspired flavors
in reclaimed spaces.
If you lIke: Staple & Fancy
One of Stowell’s six Seattle establishments,
the à la carte or chef’s choice dining in Ballard’s restored Kolstrand Building has been
a hit with locals and tourists alike – as has
his New York-style Ballard Pizza Company
down the block.
Now try: Rione XIII
Named for Rome’s 13th district, the warrenlike Trastevere, Rione XIII brings cacio
e pepe, wood-fired Roman street pizza,
braised oxtails with polenta, and other flavors from the Eternal City to Capitol Hill.
Look for yet another new jewel in the Stowell crown to open this year adjacent to his
Anchovies & Olives, down the street from
Rione. 401 15th Avenue E.; 206/838-2878.

ONE TO wATCH

when imported.
• Fast routing

While it’s probably too soon for a second act from chef Nathan Lockwood, his first foray into the
Seattle scene, which opened just over a year ago, has proved one of the city’s more elusive reservations – with good reason. Altura isn’t about cooler-than-thou surroundings, it’s about starkly
amazing Italian food. A meal in the cozy Capitol Hill dining room begins with a tiny aperitif, such
as apple cider with amaro liqueur, and continues with a fixed-price three-, four-, or five-course
parade of seasonally changing flavors, from Gorgonzola-inflected chicory salad or spaghetti with
lamb and beef ragù to a flatiron steak with celery root puree. And recently, diners could add fresh
Alba white truffles to several pasta dishes. This special-occasion spot serves up spectacular fare
that will have you scheming for any excuse to return. 617 Broadway E.; 206/402-6749.

Large screenmake it fit and cenIf•NON-BLEED,
tered
the LIGHT GRAY BOX.
• Voiceinrecognition
• Hands-free
calls
There are
NO FOLIOS
for 1/2-page ad pages.

For more information,
contact your virtuoso
Travel Advisor.

Chef Nathan Lockwood
(left) and Altura’s fennel
pollen-dusted scallop.
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Available at select locations in the U.S. and Canada.
©2012 Avis Rent A Car System, LLC

and fish also get roasted in the big woodfired oven: beef tenderloin, chicken, whole
trout, and marrow bones with pickled chanterelles. 3506 Stone Way N.; 206/632-9425.
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The Whale Wins: Interior
and chef Renee Erickson.

Rione XIII’s bucatini
all’amatriciana with guanciale (cured pork cheek).

STAY On the menu for
afternoon tea at the 450room Fairmont Olympic
Hotel: honey-smoked king
salmon and chive blossoms
on candied walnut bread.
The honey? It comes from
hives on the hotel’s roof.
Doubles from $199, including breakfast and a $100
dining credit.

Besides claiming the city’s
only outdoor hotel pool with
views across Elliott Bay, the
147-room Four Seasons
Hotel Seattle houses an
outpost of Fran’s Chocolates,
one of the city’s original gourmet chocolatiers. Doubles
from $295, including breakfast daily, a $50 dining credit,
and a $50 spa credit.
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In ThisThere
Sublime
Nature Is The Artist In Residence.
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Panoramic ocean views surround you while an impeccably appointed retreat awaits.
Virtuoso Exclusive Amenities
Daily breakfast for two ($50 credit) | View upgrade at the time of booking | 4pm late check-out | Welcome amenity
$100 Spa Montage credit for services, once per stay
B E V E R LY H I L L S

D E E R VA L L E Y

L AGU NA BE AC H

30801 SOUTH COAST HIGHWAY • LAGUNA BEACH, CA 92651

For reservations, contact your Virtuoso travel professional.

The menu at the 120-room
Hotel 1000’s Boka restaurant showcases local
fare, such as mussels from
Washington’s Hood Canal
with Spanish-style chorizo
and Skagit River Ranch pork
shoulder. Doubles from $239,
including breakfast daily, a
$100 dining credit, and red
wine with strawberries.

Style & Design

Harris Tweed is Scottish fashion
royalty – complete with parliamentary
protection. By JENNI AVINS

A

natural reaction to The Arctic wind-whipped

beaches and boulder-strewn hills of Lewis and Harris:
wrapping up in wool. For centuries, residents of this rugged island in the Outer Hebrides off Scotland’s west coast
have done just that, spinning and weaving fleece into Harris Tweed.
Denser and heavier than most tweeds, Harris Tweed comes
flecked with countless colors, but the fabric’s most distinguishing
characteristic is its origin. Just as true port can only be produced
in Portugal, Parmigiano-Reggiano in certain regions of Italy, and
Champagne, of course, in Champagne, genuine Harris Tweed may
be woven only by the islanders of Lewis and Harris, a single Outer
Hebrides island divided into two areas.
Designers from classic brands such as Ralph Lauren, Paul Stuart,
and Brooks Brothers have long favored the fabric, and today Harris
Tweed has newer fans among the fashion-forward aficionados of
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labels such as Chanel, Joseph Altuzarra,
Start to finish: Blackface
and Suno. The tweed’s patterns range
from caramel-colored heritage hounds- sheep and finished Harris
Tweed for Norton & Sons
tooths to periwinkle pebble-weaves, but
tailors on Savile Row.
all share a rich depth – the visible result of
a traditional technique.
“You make a tweed from a recipe,” says Alan Bain, who co-owns
The Carloway Mill, one of just three major producers of Harris
Tweed (the others are the Harris Tweed Hebrides mill in Shawbost
and Harris Tweed Scotland in Stornoway). “In a strand of yarn you
can have eight different colors. It’s how they mesh together that creates the recipe.” Thanks to all those colors, even a solid Harris Tweed
is never exactly solid. Look closely at that periwinkle and you’ll see
particles of royal blue, candy-apple red, pink, yellow, turquoise, and
white. At The Carloway Mill, wool from crossbred sheep is dyed
more than 400 saturated hues, which workers eventually blend to
create original color mixtures. Forget brown. Think maple, ebony,
chocolate, and rye.

LARA PLATMAN

PRIDE OF PLACE

Discover the rich history on board and ashore when you sail in the Mediterranean on QUEEN Elizabeth.®
Make every moment your moment and experience over 170 years of ocean liner legacy with Cunard.

2013 MEDITERRANEAN VOYAGES - 12 Days - Balcony Fares From:
Rome to Venice

Venice to Rome

Roundtrip Rome

10 September

28 October

9 November

$3,153*

$2,944*

$2,944*

V I RT UO SO
E XCLUS I VE
Receive up to $200

On Board Credit† per stateroom

For reservations, contact
your Virtuoso Travel Advisor.

† On Board Credit offer based on: Inside (category BC). All values are per stateroom, based on double occupancy. Singles paying the single supplement earn the equivalent of the per stateroom On Board Credit.
* Fares are per person, quoted in U.S. dollars, do not include air travel, are voyage only, based on double occupancy, applies to the first two guests in a stateroom and does not apply to singles or third/fourth-berth
guests. $3,153 fare is based on a Balcony stateroom (Category BC) for the 09/10/13 QUEEN ELIZABETH Greek Isles & Mediterranean voyage. $2,944 fare is based on a Balcony stateroom (Category BC) for the
10/28/13 QUEEN ELIZABETH Greek Isles & Turkish Splendours voyage. $2,944 fare is based on a Balcony stateroom (Category BC) for the 11/09/13 QUEEN ELIZABETH Greek Isles & Holy Land Explorer voyage.
Fares apply on a space-available basis at time of reservation, were correct at time of printing and are subject to change. Fares for other categories not shown vary. This offer is capacity-controlled, is subject to change
and may not be combinable with any other public or past guest discount. Offer is available to residents of the 50 United States, Canada, Puerto Rico, Mexico and the District of Columbia who are 21 years of age or
older. Government fees and taxes are additional, are subject to change, range from $77 - $99 per person and may be higher for Canadian residents. Cunard reserves the right to impose a fuel supplement of up to $9 per
person per day on all passengers if the NYMEX oil price exceeds $70 per barrel, even if fares have been paid in full. Offer may be withdrawn at any time without notice. Please refer to the applicable Cunard brochure
for terms, conditions and definitions that apply to all bookings. Certain restrictions apply. Ship’s Registry: Bermuda. ©CUNARD 2012.

Style & Design
The island’s lichen-speckled stones,
heather moorlands, aquamarine fjords, and
northern skies inspire many of those colors.
For every new tweed, producers blend each
color of wool in the “recipe” by machine
before twisting and spinning it into finefibered, color-flecked cones of yarn. Then
a mill worker undertakes “warping,” lining
up each of the vertical (or warp) yarns of the
fabric. But rather than hooking those yarns
to a machine for weaving at the mill, he
braids them for delivery to one of about 130
home weavers on Lewis and Harris. Every
bolt of Harris Tweed is homemade on the
island this way, and has been for more than
a century.

A coat maker turns
tweed into finery at
Huntsman tailors.

countess with an entrepreneurial eye, visited Lewis and Harris, where the locals and
their handwoven fabrics impressed her. She
commissioned them to weave her family’s
tartan: a plaid of green, navy, and black shot
through with red. Soon she was promoting
the fabric in Edinburgh and England as a

Brand awareness
at The Carloway Mill.

Enrich Your Experience.
Guarantee Our Assistance.
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How can we help?

With Allianz Global Assistance, you can enjoy
all the pleasures of an upscale vacation without
the worry. Your investment is protected. Medical
coverage is available. And no matter where you
go, Allianz Global Assistance’s luxury concierge
and assistance services are there to help. So if
your trip takes an unexpected turn, we’ll be on
call to make sure you’re not disturbed.
Ask your Virtuoso travel advisor about Allianz
Global Assistance today. Offering you the best in
travel protection.

PHOTO CREDIT

In 1846 Lady dunmore, a BrItIsh

The Hottest
Travel Tip for 2013...
No Tip at All!

The Carloway Mill’s
color chart.

Every bolt of
Harris Tweed
is homemade on
the island
this way, and has
been for more than
a century.
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fashion item – and a sustainable means of
income for the islanders during the Potato
Famine. When Harris Tweed’s popularity
grew, imitations emerged, and the Harris
Tweed Association formed in 1909 to protect the fabric’s pedigree. The association
agreed that a Harris Tweed must be dyed,
hand-spun, and handwoven by Outer Hebrides islanders. Each approved bolt bore
Harris Tweed’s new logo: an orb topped
with a Maltese cross. In the years that followed, style-setters as diverse as Edward
VII, Agent 007 (a dapper Sean Connery in
Goldfinger), and Vivienne Westwood have
all worn Harris Tweed garments.
Today an Act of Parliament protects the
brand, stating all Harris Tweed stamped
with the orb must be “handwoven by the
islanders at their homes in the Outer Hebrides, finished in the Outer Hebrides, and
made from pure virgin wool dyed and spun
in the Outer Hebrides.” No outsourcing
here. In place since 1993, the act is in keeping
with Prince Charles’ efforts to promote his
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Micato Safaris
has made going on safari more effortless and enjoyable
than ever. In a revolutionary move,

We Eliminated All Gratuities
even to guides and drivers. Micato travellers told us that
the practice of gratuities was inconvenient.

And we agreed.
Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor for details.
Voted “World’s Best Safari Outfitter”
Travel+Leisure “World’s Best Awards”
The Nine-Time Winner

Style & Design
country’s wool and textiles as sustainable
enterprises. Because foot pedals rather than
electricity power the looms, and the dyers,
spinners, weavers, and finishers all live on
the same small island, Harris Tweed’s carbon footprint is much lighter than that of
its mass-produced counterparts. Once the
fabric is woven, it goes back to the mill for
washing, pressing, measuring, and, finally,
a stamp from the Harris Tweed Authority
before it’s shipped to designers and manufacturers around the world.
Last fall, a deconstructed Harris Tweed
suit with a two-button jacket hung in the
men’s department at Barneys in New York.
“We called it the Candy Herringbone,”
says the suit’s designer, Steven Cox, who,
along with Daniel Silver, heads fashion label Duckie Brown. “It looks kind of grayish,
but there are many, many different colors
in it. That’s the beauty of that cloth.” Cox
first fell in love with the fabric as a student
in the 1980s, when he wore a red Harris
Tweed jacket. Back then he appreciated
the fabric’s sturdiness and depth of color.
AGT ADV Jan VIRTUOSO LIFE ad due 1114 FA.pdf

1

HARRIS TwEED:
FROm LAND TO STREET

Duckie Brown’s
Harris Tweed suit.
11/27/2012

10:01:29 AM
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(SUIT) COURTESY DUCKIE BROWN

by Lara Platman (Frances Lincoln, $40)
Lara Platman spent a year photographing
the Harris Tweed shepherds, workers, and
weavers of the Outer Hebrides, tracing
the journey of the area's woolen export,
from sheep backs to Savile Row racks,
with stunning results.

Medjet keeps me in the game.
Hue inspiration:
Lewis and Harris.

AD XXXXX

Decades later, both designers still love
Harris Tweed. Their reasons, however,
have evolved.
“I love that it’s done by hand,” Cox says.
“The process is so beautiful. There’s nothing sleek or modern about Harris Tweed.
It’s original.”
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LARA PLATMAN

O

GO Scottish tour
operator WL Sleigh
can organize a
privately guided foray
into the world of
Harris Tweed during
a day on the island
of Lewis and Harris,
reachable by ferry (or
an hour-long flight)
from the mainland.
Begin in the Harris
town of Stornoway
with a drive through
the island’s narrow
lanes to visit one
of the most famed
weavers, Donald John

Mackay, in Luskentyre, where he works
in a shed behind
his home. Other
on-island attractions:
the Standing Stones
of Callanish, a group
of monoliths more
than 5,000 years
old whose origins
and purpose remain
shrouded in mystery.
Departures: Any
day through 2013;
from $605, including driver and guide.
Round-trip air transfers from $240.
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NE: Air-Medical Transfer
If you become hospitalized 150 miles or more from home, Medjet will
arrange medical transfer to the hospital of your choice. All you pay is
your membership fee.

T

WO: Medical Consultation
Suddenly find yourself under the
weather? You can call Medjet and
speak with a physician who will
provide professional consultation
and recommendations regarding
your current condition.

T

HREE: Medical Referrals
If you are traveling and find
yourself feeling not your best,
Medjet can provide you with
local contact information for
area doctors and hospitals.

Memberships
start at $99.

F

OUR: Health & Safety
Before an international departure,
Medjet can provide members with
pre-travel health & safety information
including requirements for visas,
passports and immunizations.

F

IVE: Language Translation
For members receiving medical
treatment in a foreign country
where there is a language barrier
between patient and doctor, Medjet
can provide translation services.

Take trips. Not chances.

For more information or to
enroll, contact your preferred
Virtuoso travel advisor.

In My Bag

T

he founder of niven morgan

Bath, Body and Home Products
finds scent inspiration around the
globe, from the streets of Capri
and Marrakech to the breezes of the Caribbean. His current travel dilemma: Return to
favorite destination southern Africa or visit
the French Riviera’s iconic
Hôtel du Cap-Eden-Roc?

I don’t leave
home without:

1.

My Tom Ford Buckley
Zipper Tote. It’s easy and
functional, and holds everything I need in-flight or as a
day bag on location.

2. Hermès blank writing pads and four or

five pens (I’m always losing them) to record what
I do, where I eat and shop, and other
observations.

3.

5

A candle or room spray
from my line, such as my favorite,
Mustique 1958. I want my hotel
room to be a home away from home.

My Travel
Essentials

From Marrakech to Mustique, Virtuoso traveler
Niven Morgan packs for note-taking and great hair.
PORTRAIT BY ALLISON V. SMITH
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4. My iPad

stocked with
movies, GQ, the
UK version of
Elle, novels, and
the White Noise
app for sleeping.

5. Aveda Control Paste, the
perfect all-in-one hair product.

is:

Discovering new global destinations on updated luxury vacations. Not your usual routine?
Dining in world-class restaurants while sailing exotic waters. More than you expected?
Relaxing in airy spaces with all the right, tasteful details. Surprised?
Excellent.
Because we believe every moment of your vacation should
be measured by just how far it takes you from the ordinary.
That’s modern luxury.SM
For more information and to book your Celebrity Cruises vacation, contact your Virtuoso travel specialist
Modern Luxury is a trademark of Celebrity Cruises Inc. ©2013 Celebrity Cruises Inc. Ships’ registry: Malta and Ecuador.

The

SEABOURN DIFFERENCE
INTIMATE SHIPS WITH JUST 104 OR 225 SUITES
•
TIPPING IS NEITHER REQUIRED, NOR EXPECTED
•
SPACIOUS ALL-SUITE ACCOMMODATIONS
•
AWARD-WINNING GOURMET DINING
•
COMPLIMENTARY CHAMPAGNE AND IN-SUITE BAR
•
COMPLIMENTARY OPEN BARS AND FINE WINES

EXTRAORDINARY SAVINGS
on destinations worldwide

CARIBBEAN

Fares from $2,499

MEDITERRANEAN

Fares from

NORTHERN EUROPE

Fares from $3,999

AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND

Fares from $6,999

ASIA, ARABIA & INDIA

Fares from $3,999

SOUTH AMERICA & ANTARCTICA

Fares from $14,999

$2,799

To begin your journey on the World’s Best Small-Ship Cruise Line, contact your Virtuoso Travel Specialist.
All fares are in U.S. dollars, cruise-only, for new bookings only, per guest, double occupancy, subject to availability, and valid only for residents of the Americas. Government Fees and Taxes of $76.36 to $1,893.44 per person are additional. Fares are not
combinable with any other offer, may vary by sailing date, are capacity controlled, and are subject to change without prior notice. Certain restrictions apply. Information herein is accurate at time of printing. Seabourn reserves the right to correct errors. Seabourn
reserves the right to charge a fuel supplement for all guests, without prior notice, if the NYMEX oil price exceeds $70.00 USD per barrel, and may collect such a supplement even if the cruise fare has been paid in full. Ships’ registry: Bahamas. ©2013 Seabourn.

Must-See
Destinations For

Virtuoso advisors name this year’s most buzzworthy places on the planet.
From a fresh look at old favorites to emerging hot spots,
here are trips and tips for the countries that top their list of recommendations.

TONY LAW/REDUX

by Aaron Gulley
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ICELAND
The aurora borealis will shine brighter in 2013 than it has in
50 years, according to NASA, and with its northerly location and
unpolluted night skies, Iceland is one of the best vantages. Iceland
Encounter’s five-day tour immerses visitors in the country’s volatile
landscape with waterfall hikes, a dog-sledding tour through a geyserfilled national park, and nightly soaks in natural hot tubs. “You can
stop over on any Icelandair flight en route to the continent for no
additional charge,” adds Christie Darby, a Raleigh, North Carolinabased advisor. Multiple departures from January 1 through March 31
and October 1 through December 31; from $3,000.

Cold is hot: Iceland’s Blue Lagoon.
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Living on the edge
in Bhutan.

Cuba on the move.

CHILE
Easter Island entices, but don’t
overlook Chile’s sweep of attractions: the central valley’s
wine country, the Atacama
Desert, Patagonia. Cruceros
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Australis recently christened
the 210-passenger Stella Australis for four-day whale-watching
and glacier-spotting cruises
through the Darwin Range.
“Chilean grapes are gaining
popularity,” says Liz Lugo, an
advisor in Coronado, California. “Nothing like a full-bodied
red to help you take in the Patagonian landscape.” Departures:
Multiple dates from January 5
through March 30; from $1,573.

BHUTAN
“Bhutan promises happiness,”
says Whispering Pines, North
Carolina-based advisor Elaine
Carey. “Who doesn’t want
that?” The world’s last Buddhist kingdom promotes contentment and a laid-back vibe
by banning the bad (plastic
bags, logging, tobacco) and
pursuing the best (last fall,
the country pledged to go fully
organic). Greaves Tours’ tenday itinerary takes in tranquil
Himalayan monasteries, hikes

Torres del Paine National
Park in Patagonia.

(cuba) Jim Graham/Redux, (BHUTAN) Frédéric Lagrange,
(CHILE) Ocean/Corbis, (ABU DHABI) Berthold Steinhilber/laif/Redux,
(MYANMAR) JEN JUDGE, (ISTANBUL) Joe Plimmer

CUBA
Travel restrictions continue to
loosen, making it easier than
ever to see this cloistered Caribbean island. “Cuba is shaking off its ‘forbidden’ travel
reputation, but it’s still a place
for the experienced traveler,”
says Denver-based travel advisor Donna Evans, who warns of
the bureaucratic idiosyncrasies
involved in getting there. Tauck
removes the guesswork with
its U.S. government-approved
seven-night trip that includes
time with a host of locals, including a historian who will
walk you through Hemingway’s
writings about the island and a
renowned local painter and
sculptor. Departures to be announced; from $4,990.

Abu Dhabi’s Sheikh Zayed
Grand Mosque Center.

Mashpi Rainforest
Biodiversity Reserve,
Ecuador.

pi Rainforest Biodiversity Reserve, a 42,000-acre swath of
cloud forest west of Quito with
a high-design lodge at its center, a network of forest trails,
and a canopy gondola. Departures: Any day through December 31; three days from $1,296.

Hagia Sophia
in Istanbul.

One of Myanmar’s
many spiritual sites.

on mountain terraces, and artisanal papermaking and goldsmithing shops in the bucolic
capital of Thimphu. Multiple
departures; from $4,547.

PHOTO CREDIT

MYANMAR
With its government in the
midst of reform, now’s the
time to visit Myanmar (also
known by its colonial name,
Burma). Years of seclusion
mean that centuries-old temples are in exquisite condition,
and traditional attire and customs are intact. “Every traveler is looking for something
unspoiled,” says Atlanta-based
advisor Livvy Lipson. “That’s
now Myanmar.” See page 112 for
a full report.
ECUADOR
According to Toronto-based
advisor Denise Gushue, “In
terms of ecotourism, Ecuador
is one of the hottest natural
wonders. There’s the Galápagos, of course, but there’s
also huge biodiversity on the
mainland.” Adventure Associates visits one of the country’s
newest protected lands, Mash-

TURKEY
With much of the Middle East
still volatile, Turkey offers a
reliable alternative. Istanbul
beckons with exquisite mosques
and the Grand Bazaar bumping
up against wine bars and galleries. Turkey at Its Best’s nine
days in western Turkey delve
into history at Ephesus but
also reserves plenty of time in
the capital. “The whirling dervish ceremonies at Istanbul’s
Yenikapı Mevlevi Monastery offer a glimpse into Turkey’s mystical side,” says Toronto-based
advisor Janet Camsell. Multiple
departures from April 1 through
October 31; from $6,540.
ABU DHABI
Done Dubai? Consider Abu
Dhabi, the United Arab Emirates’ stop of choice these days.
Linara Travel’s six-day trip
melds modern trappings (artgazing at the city’s Guggenheim
outpost, driving a Formula One
race car) with Arabian authenticity (palaces, mosques, and a
bedouin-inspired desert retreat
in the Empty Quarter). “See
a camel race,” recommends
Dallas-based advisor Dan Dixon. “It’s even more prestigious
than U.S. horse racing.” Departures: Any day through December
31; from $1,500.
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Thailand by train.

The Okavango
Delta in Botswana.

Montenegro’s
coastal charms.

SPAIN
With the European economic
crisis, hard-hit Spain emerges
as a top value. “More travelers
are going there for the food,”
says advisor Donna Padilla
of Garden Grove, California.
There’s Madrid’s dynamic Mercado de San Miguel and superchef Ferran Adrià’s Barcelona
tapas bar 41 Degrees, but the
northern wine regions, including Rioja and the Basque Country, are the true platos del día.
Made for Spain tailors private
travel experiences, including
culinary tours.
BOTSWANA
Having established itself as a
luxe safari destination, this
politically stable southern African nation is now developing
more-affordable options with
active itineraries and rusticchic camps. African Travel’s
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ten-day trip takes in the lush
Okavango Delta’s prodigious
rhino and hippo populations
by canoe and stops in the new
Linyanti Reserve. “Weight restrictions are strict in the small
bush aircraft, so travel light,”
recommends advisor Tom Jackson of Santa Ana, California.
Departures: Any day through December 31; from $5,795.

THAILAND
After 2010’s short-lived political turbulence, Thailand has
regained its mantle as Southeast Asia’s best tropical idyll.
The seven-day Orient-Express
luxury train trip from Bangkok
to Chiang Mai is a five-star rolling hotel stay that shows off the
country’s interior and rarely
seen landscapes. “Every traveler should take a cooking class at
Bangkok’s Mandarin Oriental
or Chiang Mai’s Four Seasons,”
says Chicago-based advisor
Leslie Bulluck. Departures: February 4 and November 24; from
$9,200.
MONTENEGRO
Squeezed along the Adriatic
coast between Croatia and
Albania, Montenegro is for
in-the-know travelers after
a classic European experience – at a fraction of the cost.
“The history is as rich as Italy’s
and the landscape holds its
own with the Greek Isles,” says
New York-based advisor Julie
Danziger. After exploring Dubrovnik in neighboring Croatia,
Calvados Club Luxury Travel’s
six-day itinerary wends along
Montenegro’s coast, ending at
Aman Sveti Stefan. Departures:
Any day, April 1 through September 30; from $5,950.

(SPAIN and botswana) INTERSECTION PHOTOS, (MONTENEGRO) STIPE SURAC,
(KENYA) John Warburton-Lee/JAI/Corbis, (MALDIVES) Bruno Cossa/SIME,
(PANAMA) Radius Images/Corbis

Ysios Wine Estate in
Spain’s Basque region.

The call of Kenya.

PANAMA
“Panama is great for seasoned
travelers who have seen Mexico and Costa Rica,” says Kristen
Fernandez, a New York-based
advisor. In the country’s most
fashionable neighborhood, the
Casco Viejo district of Panama
City, intimate wine bars and
fine-dining restaurants are
popping up along the cobbled
lanes in colonial Spanish buildings. Rico Tours specializes in
custom itineraries.
KENYA
The original safari destination
is shaking off political malaise
with renewed conservation
efforts. “Some travelers postponed their trips in the past few
years, and now is the time to return,” says advisor Laura Gable
of Solana Beach, California. A
host of new small lodges has
expanded game viewing to

outlying regions, such as Wilderness Safaris’ newly opened
Segera on the empty northwestern Laikipia Plateau.

MALDIVES
Strewn like pearls off India’s
tip, the Maldives continue to
draw newcomers with easy
connections through the United Arab Emirates and a host of
new, borderline-kooky attractions (think bars, spas, restaurants, and hotel rooms – all underwater). Horizon & Co. ups
the exclusivity factor with its
ten-day sailing charter through
the islands, originating in Sri
Lanka. “June is the absolute
low season, which makes the
destination a perfect fit for
U.S. honeymooners,” says Sandra Staples, a Folsom, California-based advisor. Departures:
Any day through December 31;
from $4,490.

Sailing the Maldives.

Panama chic.
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MEXICO
After several years of tough
press surrounding drug-related
violence, American tourism
to Mexico is surging as travelers realize that the risks are
overstated, localized, and not
aimed at foreigners. “Resorts
are offering incredible deals,”
says advisor Joanne Wilson of
Jackson, Mississippi. Interest
has broadened from beach escapes to lesser-known interior
destinations such as Oaxaca,
Copper Canyon, Chiapas, and
the Yucatán Peninsula. Journey Mexico’s 13-day Yucatán
itinerary includes kayaking and
bird-watching in the Sian Ka’an
Biosphere Reserve, tours of
centuries-old ruins at Uxmal
and Chichén Itzá, and snorkel-
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Back to nature
in the Yucatán.

Morocco’s imperial city.

ing the secluded Caribbean
coast near Puerto Morelos. Departures: Any day through December 31; from $2,895.

CAMBODIA
Traveling to Cambodia has
never been easier, with quickstop commuter flights serving
every hub in the region, newly
poured highways now linking
all major tourist stops, and international hoteliers pushing
beyond Angkor. “The number
of five-star hotels and deluxe
tour operators has exploded,”
says Fort Worth-based advisor Lewis Gibbons. The newest is Song Saa Private Island, a
year-old resort with overwater
bungalows on the untouched
coastline near Thailand. Doubles from $1,336, including meals,
some guided excursions, and
transfers.
MOROCCO
Once the realm of backpackers, Morocco now brims with
luxe oases. Says Raleigh, North
Carolina-based advisor Lynne
Adams, “The most exciting
thing going is the hot-air balloon trips over the Marrakech

desert. You float over the vast
plain with an Atlas Mountains
backdrop.” Mountain Voyage’s
12-day tour spends several
days in Marrakech before looping to the imperial city of Fès
and the laid-back fishing port
of Essaouira. Departures: Any
day through December 31; from
$3,380.

Tall transport in Cambodia.

(MOROCCO, MEXICO, CAMBODIA) ESTOCKPHOTO, (TANZANIA) Anup Shah/Corbis

TANZANIA
With stocks of wildlife as vast
as Kenya’s (and the resulting crowds in its most famous
parks), Tanzania is experiencing an uptick in enterprising
operators and lodges in smaller
reserves and lesser-known regions. “Dodge the crowds at
new, sophisticated camps in
remote parks like Tarangire,
which has masses of elephants,
the Mahale Mountains, a chimpanzee sanctuary, and Selous,
one of the largest protected
areas on the continent,” says
advisor Catherine Whitworth
of Athens, Georgia. Abercrombie & Kent serves those locations – even hard-to-reach Mahale – with its bespoke trips.

A chimpanzee
sanctuary in
Tanzania.

Discover the enchanting Scandinavian countries of Denmark, Norway and Sweden
as Tauck takes you inside Viking museums, royal palaces, rustic inns and stave
churches that chronicle their seafaring legacy and natural charms during a fourteen
day all-inclusive journey. Sweden offers a modern take on history, combining
its medieval heritage and maritime treasures with an urban-cool ambiance and
staggering scenic beauty. Denmark is a rainbow of islands, gardens, schooners and
crowning gems where mermaids and storytellers inspire new stories. Fjords head up a
parade of natural wonders in coastal Norway, ferrying you aboard boats, a train, troll
car and private coach to glaciers, waterfalls, farms, country hotels and homes of artists
who find music for their soul here.
Call your travel agent or Tauck at 1-800-468-2825
Tauck—How You See The World Matters
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Must-See Destinations

China’s Three Gorges.

COLOMBIA
Savvy travelers know that Colombia is safe, but because many
people (erroneously) believe
it’s not, you won’t find tourist
throngs on Metropolitan Touring’s seven-day loop. There’s café
culture in Bogotá and empty Caribbean strands up north, but the
country’s enduring draw – and
rightly so – is the steamy, colorful,
colonial UNESCO World Heritage site of Cartagena, the centerpiece of the trip. Departures: to
be announced.
VIETNAM
Though Hanoi up north and Ho
Chi Minh City in the south merit stops, the country’s midsection is the destination du jour
as a boom of hotels, resorts,
and golf courses hits the coast
from Hue to Hoi An. Exotissimo
Travel’s ten-day cycling journey investigates Vietnam’s center, with tours of Hue’s ancient
imperial ruins, exploration of
Hoi An’s silk houses, and a
lazy day on Nha Trang’s mellow
beaches. Notes Chicago-based
advisor Tim Krenzien: “Once
there, with all the quick flights
in the region, there’s no excuse for not tacking on a trip to
Cambodia or Laos.” Departures:
Year-round; from $3,130.
Rain-forest resident
in Belize.

CHINA
“Shanghai, Beijing, and Hong
Kong are all worthy of a few
days, but it’s important to get
beyond the cities for an authentic China experience,”
counsels advisor Karyn Farr
of La Jolla, California. Avalon
Waterways’ 15-day smorgasbord covers both, with stops
in the country’s two marquee
megalopolises, visits to iconic
heritage sites like the Great Wall
and Xi’an’s Terracotta Warriors,
and a four-day cruise on board
the 156-cabin Century Legend
through the Yangtze River’s remote and rugged Three Gorges.
Departures: May 12 through October 6; from $3,569.
INDONESIA
Everyone’s favorite Asian island, Bali, is renewing itself
with a host of new resorts
on the wild south and east
coasts. Remote Lands personalizes trips on the island (and
throughout Indonesia), from a
traditional feast at a Balinese
palace to batik-making lessons. “Splurge for a couple of
nights at Amanwana,” suggests
Plainview, New York-based advisor Lisa Mazzillo, who points
out that it’s just a short flight
to Moyo Island. “There’s unrivaled snorkeling and waterfall
hikes, and the seaplane flight
alone is an experience.”
BELIZE
Like Costa Rica minus the
crowds, Belize is the place to
channel your inner Raiders of
the Lost Ark. Over nine days
with Avanti Destinations, ride
horses to a jungle waterfall,
zip-line in the rain-forest canopy, tube through underground
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(CHINA) GETTY IMAGES, (COLOMBIA) ESTOCKPHOTO,
(BELIZE) Michael Sewell/GETTY IMAGES, (vietnam) Macduff Everton/CORBIS
(INDIA) Dmitry Rukhlenko/Image Source/Corbis, (indonesia) Justin Guariglia/Redux

Colorful Cartagena.

caverns, and snorkel on a World
Heritage site reef. “Placencia, on
the central coast, has beaches
and sunsets that rival Hawaii’s,
yet few people have heard of it,”
says advisor Betty Morganti of
Newton Square, Pennsylvania.
Multiple departures through December 31; from $2,725.

INDIA
“India has done a great job in
recent years of adding luxury
travel options around the country,” says North Carolina advisor Elaine Carey. For venturing beyond Rajasthan and the
north, this year’s hottest trip
might be &Beyond India’s 11day Kerala tour, which samples
Kochi’s Dutch and Portuguese
palaces before easing into rural
life on a boutique riverboat hotel. Multiple departures through
December 31; from $3,070.

Indonesian
batik-making.

Vietnamese silk lanterns.

Kerala’s tea plantations.
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Las Vegas home. Twist by Pierre Gagnaire can be found at Mandarin Oriental with stunning views of the Strip. That’s in
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spa experiences to help you escape like never before. Choose from a variety of luxurious treatments, from silky
facials to rejuvenating body scrubs. From the design to the music, these spots have tranquility down to an art.

Check out LasVegas.com and plan your next amazing Vegas adventure.
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POLAR BEARS, HORNED WHALES, AND sEA ICE FOR

MIKE BEEDELL

MILES: BUNDLE UP FOR ADVENTURE IN THE H IGH
CANADIAN ARCTIC. BY JUSTIN PAUL.
In the shadow of greatness:
Base camp in the Canadian Arctic.
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IT´S A LONG , LONG WAY TO POND INLET, A HARDsCRABBLE HAMLET ON A
Life on the edge: Male
narwhals search for
cod. Opposite: A polar
bear and kayakers
seek wildlife, and curious belugas emerge
from the deep.
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knuckle of Baffin Island in Canada’s northernmost province, Nunavut. Our group made the
trek for a variety of reasons. They range from the straightforward – an Australian elevator
repairman’s previous polar discovery that “I like ice,” and subsequent decision to seek it out
at both ends of the earth – to the truly life-changing, as in the case of a Pilates instructor from
Singapore, who used the prospect of snorkeling with narwhals to force herself through swim
lessons and overcome her lifelong fear of water. For a family of six from Toronto, it’s one of an
impressive lineup of summer vacations introducing the kids to as many cultures and settings
as possible. The excitement of outfitter Arctic Kingdom’s expedition-style safari connected
us, and as we’re briefed on what’s in store for the next few days, we take stock of the team.
“Lancaster Sound is one of the richest Arctic habitats in the world, with the highest numbers of polar bears and whales,” expedition leader Mike Beedell says of our area. Few know
it better: Mike sailed the Northwest Passage by Hobie Cat for National Geographic and spent

(NARWHALS) Paul Nicklen/National Geographic Stock, (BEAR) MIKE BEEDELL,
(Belugas) Doug Allan/GETTY IMAGES

h eY saY tOO mUch sUn BRINGS ON ODD
behavior. On day four of 24-hour daylight, Hawaiian shirts and bikinis
materialize. A kite flutters. A couple listens to hydrophones and casts
stares across the bay. On the plush caribou-skin rug serving as a beach
blanket, a faux photo shoot breaks out with nary a parka in sight.
I’m kayaking a mile or so off a Canadian ice floe, resting on subfreezing seawater just within earshot of the hoots and hollers from
onshore shenanigans, when I go in. Splash. No more sounds from the
beach, just quiet and numbness and black. I’ve come to snorkel with
Arctic unicorns, but instead of narwhals, a spectral shimmer flashes
beneath in the deeps. Again and again. Closer and closer. And then
things get strange.
“They’re right under us!” I yell to my companion, who’s strapping on fins and preparing to roll in. Dozens of belugas have swum into our path, noticed us, and decided to play.
In a man-overboard situation at 73 degrees north, the last thing I’m thinking about is
getting back in the boat.

PHOTO CREDIT
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tip
“Arctic Kingdom’s clothing package keeps you warm, but pack a pair
of skintight gloves so you can take
photos when it’s cold.”
– Virtuoso traveler
Cornelius Waldner, Calgary

PHOTO CREDIT

Racing across a
clean sheet of ice and
(opposite) chillaxing
on narwhal turf.

four months circumnavigating Bylot Island by sea kayak. Like many polar guides, he has
experience at both ends of the earth, but when it comes to which he prefers, it’s no contest.
“Antarctica has higher concentrations of wildlife, but the Arctic is more accessible, and Inuit
culture puts a human stamp on the land – plus it has nanuq, the ice bear.”
Arctic vacations have come a long way from the days of ice beards and butane stoves. Diving expeditions, custom trips with helicopters and hot-air balloons, and yoga retreats now join
lodge-based polar bear and whale safaris, itineraries tracking the caribou migration, and more
cruise options than ever to explore Svalbard, Greenland, and the Northwest Passage – even
the North Pole. On the great travel-trend timeline, we have arrived at the sweet spot where the
quality of adventures and true wilderness freedom intersect, and it’s not one to squander.
“As the Arctic becomes the center of research and attention for issues like climate change
and oil exploitation, we’ll see more and more restrictions on where and when we can travel,”
explains Lisa Trotter, the expedition leader on Lindblad Expeditions’ new Greenland-toBaffin Island cruise. “We’re already seeing this to a certain extent.”
After slip-sliding our way across Pond Inlet’s icy beach to load komatiks (traditional Inuit
sledges), we stash our gear, find a seat in the rear of each sledge, and hold on. At first glance,
the chariots appear ramshackle contraptions – plywood boxes lashed atop pallets on runners
pulled behind snowmobiles. But in truth, the humblest komatik endures more abuse in one
trip than most safari Land Rovers see in a lifetime.
See, sea ice isn’t flat. Equally surprising, we quickly discover that much of its surface during
the thaw isn’t ice at all. Potholes, melt ponds, and crusty wind ridges litter our three-foot-
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thick highway, making for continuous bumping and bracing. Cracks more than a couple of feet
wide yield great photo ops: After unclipping from the sledges, guides rev their snowmobiles
for a long running start to hydroplane across rifts stretching up to ten yards wide. The stakes
if one fails or catches a ski edge: a $12,000 machine hundreds of feet below on the ocean floor,
and one extremely cold Inuit.
Once across, guides pull the sledges over with either the yank of a snowmobile or, on the
largest crack, by means of an ice island floating in the fissure, and we set off on our way. “It’s
like sitting on an exercise ball for six hours,” my co-passenger says while wobbling on his stool
toward the end of the journey. Suddenly, off in the distance, a row of orange tents pierces the
tin-gray horizon with a luminaria’s glow.
We dub our camp the “Iceberg Palace,” and its looks border on fairy-tale kingdom. Three
bergs loom within a few minutes’ walk, part of a dozen-strong convoy anchored like Greenland-flagged cargo ships waiting to unload. Slushy reflecting pools stretch to the horizon in
one direction and to Bylot Island’s stark granite bird cliffs in the other. Our Palace grounds
contain a mix of sleeping tents with kerosene heaters, a yurtlike dining tent/lounge, and another with restrooms and hot showers. Leashed up on the perimeter, a Canadian Eskimo dog
we come to know as the Toughest Dog Ever stands sentry on bare ice 24/7.
“He’s not a pet; he’s a working dog,” Mike tells one of the kids from Toronto while explaining
its role as camp bear alarm. After dinner and a brief rundown of rules, although it looks to be
about three in the afternoon, we conk out on cots atop the world’s largest water bed.

(SNORKELING) MIKE BEEDELL

BREAKFAST, NOT SUNRISE , SIGNALS A NEW DAY AND PROVIDES THE FIRST

glimpse of a gourmet trend unexpected at any camp. Fruit, freshly baked muffins, bacon, omelets, made-to-order eggs – inconceivably unbroken on the journey out – and other daily specials such as pancakes or crepes join an ever-present thermos of coffee. Lunches and dinners
follow with scratch-made soups ranging from carrot ginger to mushroom to a spicy tomato
that disappears as soon as its temperature drops below scalding. One day the chef accompanies us to the floe edge for a barbecue. Others, he packs us a picnic lunch and stays back to
sear lamb chops, roast beef, and bake brownies served warm with berries for dinner.
Thankfully the locavore trend hasn’t hit here
yet – seal jerky, anyone? No doubt our fresh asparagus traveled farther than half the group.
The chief difference between African and
Arctic safaris becomes clear at the floe edge.
No, not the temperature, which ranges from
just below freezing to the low 50s during the
height of summer. Rather, instead of driving
across the savanna until you find wildlife, as in
Africa, Arctic adventures are more hurry-upand-wait. You zip out to the “line of life,” the
floe-edge feeding zone for birds, bears, and
numerous types of whales, then hand the keys
over to nature. Plopped down on beach chairs,
we twist coffee mugs into the slush and tune
in to hydrophones for that hit with a seal chorus, whale of a bass line, and the tap-tap-tap
announcing “I am the walrus” far below. You
can wait half a day for little more than peaceful contemplations or five minutes for a story
you’ll tell all your life. Our second excursion to
the edge brings the latter.
After crossing numerous bear tracks, guides
pick a spot for the day, and we soon see the

.
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second polar bear of the trip. The tiny vanilla-colored creature is miles off, unlike the one
that swam up and climbed out on the floe edge 20 yards from the party the week before. Narwhals pass, followed by a group of belugas – typically a rare sight on trips from Pond Inlet,
but common this year due to an unseasonably large ice floe. The surface goes quiet for hours
except for rafts of king eider ducks and other waterfowl, so when a bowhead whale heads our
way, the shark biologist vacationing with us from Berlin runs for his dry suit and swims off
for a close encounter. Soon after, a few of us squeeze into our rented suits and join him.
Water trickles into the gloves and hood, the only parts not sealed by the suit, but a quick
look down takes the chill off. Beneath the surface, a city bustles. Belugas crane their necks
owl-like to get a load of the ungainly aliens that dropped into their world. Kicking your fins
increases their curiosity and at times lures them almost within arm’s reach. Swim left and the
whales bend left; turn right and they curl that way. Drifting in ecstasy, I watch one position
itself beneath me, purse its mouth Casper-like, and smile out a bubble ring that percolates up
between us to break across my chest. A little later narwhals join the mix – playful but wilier.
One slows enough for me to swim with it for a while, then leads me headlong into an iceberg.
All that’s missing is a boing with a cartoon circle of stars or bluebirds as the narwhal dips away.
There is Veuve Clicquot at camp that night, bootlegged in by the expedition director on
an otherwise dry trip to toast a very good day. After dinner, an elder guide recounts the oral
history of his 60-plus years – the hardships, the Hudson’s Bay Company fur-trading days, and
the perseverance and success in one of the world’s most unforgiving environments. A postdinner stroll around the icebergs keeps things going until well after midnight, summer solstice blazing away.

Arctic traditions: Sensible, and (below) not
so much. Opposite:
King eider ducks.
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some sort of revivalist converts: blaring and brassy on a clear midday; cool, blue, and aloof
under clouds; warm and soft-shadowed during the sun’s nadir. It makes some babble clichés,
and it’s quick to burn those who forget it.
A day later and dollars’ worth of sunblock shorter, it dawns on me that one of the contrasts
between this trip and other Arctic options is that, in large part, you choose your own adventure. Just want to unplug and get lost in a novel? Head over to that quiet finger of ice and
spend the day; you’ll be interrupted only when wildlife swims by. How about those ringed
seals a good ways off? Grab a guide and
go see how close you can sneak up before
they bob their heads and slide into their
hole. Camera tips? Mike, the expedition
leader, is a well-published photographer;
he’ll happily share advice on filters,
shutter speeds, mirror reflections, and
more. During our five days on the ice it
seems that, as long as they’re safe, most
requests are answered “Let’s go” – which
explains the sea kayak the biologist and
I are preparing to climb back into and
paddle ashore. After proposing the idea
that we head off to snorkel with whales
that appeared mere dots in our binoculars, and after proving near the floe edge
that we could both slip out and back in
without flipping the kayak, we got the
go-ahead.
Beat, with hands still chilled to the
bone, we step back on the ice and find
that the group has an exciting manoverboard tale with pale creatures

(SWIMMING) MIKE BEEDELL, (DUCKS) MICHELLE VALBERG, (MAP) JAMES NOEL SMITH

TRAVELERS OFTEN TALK ABOUT sEEIng THE ARCTIC SUMMER LIGHT LIKE

of their own. Seems the big-talking 15-year-old followed
through on his threat to join the polar bear club, sans dry
suit. The expedition director even jumped with him – in
small part for peer pressure, but largely in case shock rendered the teen unable to swim back ashore.
Was it worth it? What is it about this icy end of the earth that
lures men, women, and children so easily out of their comfort
zones? Perhaps pride for the high schooler, but beneath that, for
him and the rest of us, it’s the unspoken pact with nature that’s
sealed with a parka’s zip: top-of-the-world adventure and, if
you’re game, a story only you and the narwhal can tell.

baBY, IT´s Cold OuTsIdE
COZY UP TO THE ARCTIC WITH ADVENTURES FROM SVALBARD TO ALASKA.

Arctic Kingdom reigns in the upper latitudes with quick Arctic
getaways and longer adventures that range from diving beneath
icebergs and sailboat circumnavigations of Svalbard to polar
bear, whale, and caribou safaris. The eight-day Pond Inlet trip
includes five days camping on the ice and is one of many
options focused on polar bears and narwhals – or you can
customize a private departure with helicopters and a hot-air
balloon. Departures: May 30 and June 6, 14, and 21; from $9,700.

Get to know the European Arctic on Abercrombie & Kent’s
15-day trip from Oslo to Reykjavík. The 264-passenger Le
Boréal departs Spitsbergen to explore the Svalbard archipelago with excursions to a seventeenth-century whaling
station and outings to spot polar bears, musk ox, and walrus.
The route cruises along Greenland’s remote east coast, then
turns south for Iceland’s glaciers and fjords with village visits
along the way. Departure: July 16; from $13,595.

Explore Baffin Bay from the 148-passenger National Geographic
Explorer on Lindblad Expeditions’ new cruise between
Kangerlussuaq, Greenland, and Iqaluit,
Canada. The 17-day itinerary includes
visits to Inuit villages on Greenland’s
west coast, Zodiac wildlife excursions in
Lancaster Sound and south Baffin Island,
and tundra hikes in search of caribou and
other wildlife. Departures: July 27 and
August 10; from $16,160.

Natural Habitat Adventures offers numerous sub-Arctic polar bear adventures from Churchill, Manitoba – aka the “polar
bear capital of the world” – including a
nine-day trip to sea kayak with belugas and
search for caribou, arctic foxes, and snowy
owls, as well as bears. Dry suits can be
arranged for those hoping to snorkel with
whales. Departures: Multiple dates July 8
through August 4; from $4,795.

The 184-passenger Hanseatic serves
as home for Horizon & Co.’s 25-day
cruise from Kangerlussuaq, Greenland,
to Nome, Alaska (full trip: 28 days
from Hanover, Germany, to Vancouver,
Canada). The ship calls at Pond Inlet
before entering the Northwest Passage
for polar bear- and whale-watching
and visits to local communities. Departure: August 16; from $24,954.

Travelers on Entrée Canada’s seven-day
photo safari fly from Churchill to a wilderness lodge for close viewing of bears and
other Hudson Bay wildlife. Fall departure
dates mean photographers get a good
shot at seeing the northern lights, and unlike many lodge-based polar bear safaris,
this one uses no tundra buggies – all encounters are on foot. Departures: Multiple
dates October 21 through November 20;
from $9,475.
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The Sea Cloud under
sail and (opposite)
crew members.
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On board a vintage sailing yacht,
a Mediterranean voyage through Greece and
Turkey turns back time – and turns heads.
by kim brown seely

PHOTOGRAPHY BY PETER FRANK EDWARDS
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e’re not going to break any

It’s day three of a seven-day Lindblad Expeditions

speed records,” says Tom O’Brien,
our expedition leader, gauging the
wind and the complex web of lines and
masts soaring above us, which support almost an acre of sail stretching
178 feet into the sky. “But what a joy to
have a beautiful day of light sailing!”
While O’Brien explains the nautical basics of our 357-foot, squarerigged yacht, Sea Cloud, his voice projecting through a speaker system, my 49 fellow passengers are finishing up an alfresco lunch
complete with local feta and fish freshly caught from the harbor in
Bodrum, Turkey, we’ve left just minutes before. Now – with 26 of
Sea Cloud’s 30 sails unfurled against a pale blue sky – we’re cutting
across the Aegean toward Greece’s Cyclades Islands.
“Too bad they don’t need any extra help!” someone quips as the
sail crew hits the rope ladders.
“I was thinking about it,” another passenger replies, pausing for
effect. “But I had wine at lunch.”

cruise through the eastern Mediterranean, and my husband and I
are falling fast for the romance of Sea Cloud, built in 1931 for Wall
Street businessman E.F. Hutton and cereal heiress Marjorie Merriweather Post. It was, at the time, the largest privately owned seagoing yacht in the world. Unlike most great sailing ships of the 1920s
and ’30s, Sea Cloud has survived more than half a century – last year
undergoing a refurbishment so spendy its German owners don’t
disclose the amount. Today its white hull shimmers, its honeyed
teak gleams, and outfitters such as Lindblad are redefining its elegant spaces with a sense of ease and adventure.
Earlier in the week, we’d landed in Istanbul ahead of the group
and met up with guides from Virtuoso on-site tour operators Nurdan’s United Travel Services and Sea Song. We ricocheted from
one sight to the next (Hagia Sophia, Blue Mosque, Topkapi Palace) and took a private boat ride up the Bosphorus, which divides
Istanbul between Europe on one side and Asia on the other. We’d
rendezvoused with Lindblad representatives at the Four Seasons
Hotel Istanbul at Sultanahmet, flown south to Izmir, then strolled

2.
1.

4.

3.
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back in time at Ephesus (Anatolia’s most densely populated city in
the first and second centuries, now a remarkable site containing
the eastern Mediterranean’s largest collection of Roman ruins)
before boarding the ship in Kusadasi.
“You’d better stop right here so I can snap a photo of you and
your yacht,” my husband says on the Kusadasi dock, grinning, as
we approach Sea Cloud with its delicate filigree of tall masts guarding the harbor. We can’t believe how graceful it is.
On board, things get even better: There is the rich patina of
beautifully aged teak decks, mahogany benches, art deco light
fixtures, just-polished brass. I’d wondered whether a sailing ship
from the 1930s might feel musty or cramped, but have to laugh at
myself the minute we see our light-filled cabin. It has two single
beds made up with linens custom woven for Sea Cloud in Germany,
a marble bathroom with elegant fixtures, and large picture windows. None of the staterooms have balconies, but since the ship is
so intimate, with teak decks just steps from each cabin, you don’t
miss them.
Departing from Kusadasi, our route follows the Turkish coast

to Bodrum, then crosses the Aegean, circling through the Cyclades Islands to Athens. The itinerary is billed as a journey to
the home of Western civilization, “sailing through millennia of
human history.” It is, and we are. But in addition to the classic
history-and-ruins tour, we have Turkey on one side (which has
seen unprecedented economic growth in the last decade, but
also the loss of its democratic institutions, with more religious
restriction imposed on people) and Greece on the other (barely
hanging on to the euro by a thread).
Given the region’s current geopolitical clime, visiting its ancient
ruins feels oddly reassuring. As Nobel laureate Orhan Pamuk wrote
of Istanbul, “The remains of a glorious past civilization are everywhere visible,” but he may as well have been writing about all of
Turkey or, for that matter, Greece. If the daily headlines in our shipboard news briefs are sobering, with Europe’s economies contracting and plans for even tougher austerity budgets, going ashore to
delve into the past at the Temple of Apollo or The Bodrum Museum
of Underwater Archaeology has a way of reminding everyone that
all great civilizations are transitory. And, for that matter, so are we.

5.
7.

1. Acres of sails.
2. Istanbul’s Hagia
Sophia as seen from
the Four Seasons
Hotel Istanbul at
Sultanahmet. 3. The
Library of Celsus
in Ephesus. 4. An
onboard gauge.
5. Zipping through
Bodrum. 6. Charting
a course. 7. An afternoon cruise through
the Cyclades.

6.
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A warm whisper of a breeze had been blowing two days

earlier when I’d stepped onto the deck, poured a cup of coffee, and
settled into a teak lounge chair. The boat vibrated softly from the engine’s low hum, and cottony cumuli floated against a blue morning
sky. Our wake, sinuous as a ribbon, unspooled across the sea. I heard
a rustle overhead and stared up at a spiderweb of ropes and standing
rigging. Suddenly, 18 sailors began climbing aloft like spider-men
(and women), then inching out along the yardarms. I held my breath.
“It’s like choreography,” a fellow passenger mused, equally mesmerized.
Unlike modern clipper ships, Sea Cloud is still sailed almost entirely by humans, which means the deck crew has to sidestep to the
very end of the yardarms, supported only by thin wires dangling 50,
100, 150 feet over the sea. No matter how often we watched this aerial ballet, it never failed to amaze.

At 8 o’clock sharp the captain ordered the sails unfurled. They
fell open, caught the wind, and billowed out like great white wings.
It was time for breakfast in the oak-paneled dining room: made-toorder blueberry pancakes, Greek yogurt, an array of fresh fruits,
eggs, and pastries. Heaven! No wonder Marjorie loved
life afloat.
As the days drift by, we ease into the rhythm of cruising, which includes lectures by our onboard historian
and naturalist, daily excursions to archaeological sites,
and de rigueur evening cocktails. When we return from
day four’s explorations (to the island of Santorini, where
we bump up against too many tourists in too few alleys
but also enjoy a taverna lunch with a parade of small
plates: fresh tomato and feta salads drizzled in olive oil,
minty meatballs with fava bean puree, fried green tomatoes, and, for dessert, orange cake and tiny cups of strong
coffee), about 20 of us slip into the sea for a swim. The
water is a refreshing 68 degrees and so salty we bob like
corks, as buoyant as our spirits.
With just one dinner seating, we’re soon on a

first-name basis with half the boat. Our lunch and dinner companions include a pair of retired foreign correspondents from Montana, an Emmy Award-winning
news producer from London, the owner of the largest
privately held company in Australia and his bon-vivant
companion, plus a sprinkling of professors and lawyers.
It’s a well-traveled bunch. Many have always dreamed of
sailing on Sea Cloud; others came for the Mediterranean
route. But whether we meet over dinner in the oak-paneled dining room (foie gras, grilled scallops, beef tenderloin in port wine jus, chocolate-passion fruit délice,
followed by coffee, tea, and pralines) or an outdoor buffet on the Lido Deck, the mood is easy and relaxed.
Several of Sea Cloud’s crew have sailed aboard the ship
for decades, their warm personalities adding to the welcoming vibe. Request a gin and tonic once at the Lido Bar,
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PHOTO CREDIT

Clockwise from
top left: Santorini
scene, crew members at work, Sea
Cloud fare, and dining room preparation. Opposite: Sea
Cloud officers.
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The island
of Folégandros. Right:
Marjorie’s
stateroom.

tip
“On a Sea Cloud sailing, don’t miss
the last night of entertainment, provided by the deck crew. They not only
sing sea chanteys but also mix with
guests to answer questions about
life on board and up on the rigging.”
– Michelle Bemis, travel
advisor, McClean, Virginia

and Bebot the bartender remembers your drink. Feel like hanging
out on the open bridge while the officers chart a course? Captain
Vladimir Pushkarev greets you personally.
One night, Fred (a Californian who’s booked E.F. Hutton’s original stateroom) hosts a cocktail party and invites a bunch of us over.
“Good evening, Hutton!” my husband quips when Fred opens
the door.
Everyone inspects the secret panel in the room’s knotty pine vestibule (E.F. liked to entertain lady friends on the sly, rumor has it),
the white marble fireplace, the generous marble bath with its big
walk-in closet, while Fred, dressed in shorts and flip-flops, passes
around a tray of canapés.
Another night, our expedition leaders give a talk on the origins of
the Post fortune and Marjorie’s role in the company. An only child
(used to attending board meetings with her father by the time she
was 11), Marjorie was “too much woman for most men to handle,”
they joke. Hutton (husband number two) and Post designed the Sea
Cloud completely to her liking; when it was complete, the ship spent
at least nine months of the year at sea, taking the couple anywhere
they wanted to go until their divorce in 1935.
Sailing on as Marjorie’s beloved yacht, Sea Cloud witnessed history
from the serious (entertaining royalty and being used on foreign diplomatic missions) to the sordid: In 1955, Post sold the ship to Rafael
Trujillo, head of the Dominican Republic, who used it as a houseboat
and hub for various illicit activities until his assassination in 1961.
After the talk, everyone troops down the winding staircase to
tour the Huttons’ ten original cabins before dinner. A festive air
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pervades, like an open house: We marvel over Marjorie’s Louis XIVinspired all-white bed, all-white paneling, palatial white marble
bathroom with its golden swan fixtures, and original white dressing table. “We were afraid to eat the strawberries in our welcome
basket,” the couple from Chicago who are staying in the cabin joke
amid the over-the-top whiteness.
By the fifth day, a full day at sea, people settle into

different corners of the decks with their iPads and novels. Even with
all sails up, there’s plenty of room for 50 of us to spread out in either
sun or shade. I’d worried we might grow bored not going ashore, but
the day is delicious – like an interlude from another era. Robyn, the
ship’s historian, gives a lecture on Greek gods. Sharon, our naturalist, gives a talk on olive oil. The crew raises all the sails one last time
for us – the flying jib, the royal staysail, the skysail, even the rarely
used gaff-rigged spanker sail. It’s stunning.
At one point I glance up from my book and see a 50-foot yacht off
the starboard beam. Everyone aboard is astride the rail, snapping
Sea Cloud photos.
We anchor later just off the Greek island of Delos and early the
next morning are the first people ashore. One of the most important archaeological sites in the Mediterranean, Delos is an arid, almost uninhabited island blanketed with ruins. Founded as a place
of worship in about 1000 bc, it was the sacred center of the Cycladic
world, a pilgrimage point considered to be the birthplace of Apollo
and Artemis. Now you have to be strategic to get there before all the
day-trippers from neighboring Mykonos. Captain Pushkarev nails
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The eastern Med by sea and by land.

early or extending your trip
to explore the cities if you
haven’t already. In Istanbul,
we took a private boat ride
up the Bosphorus organized
through Nurdan’s United
Travel Services, then
continued on with our guide
through the Blue Mosque,
Topkapi Palace, and the
Grand Bazaar. Sea Song
Tours arranged for a wonderful guide to lead us on a
tour of the Hagia Sophia. In
each case, our guides made
all the difference in maximizing our short time in this
complex and beautiful city.
Go Lindblad Expeditions’ Sea
Cloud sails the Caribbean this
winter with eight-day cruises between Barbados, the Grenadines,
Dominica, Bequia, and Saint
Lucia. The 58-passenger ship
then returns to the Mediterranean
for 9- to 12-day trips along the
Dalmatian Coast, and between
Turkey and Greece, exploring the
Cyclades Islands and harnessing
the Ionian, Adriatic, and Aegean
winds. Historians and naturalists
accompany each expedition; this
season, a Lindblad-National Geographic certified photo instructor
also joins each voyage. Caribbean
departures: February 28 and
March 7 and 14; from $6,990.
Mediterranean departures:
Multiple dates May 7 through
September 24; from $6,990
(Turkey and Greece) or $9,990
(Dalmatian Coast).

Since Lindblad’s eastern Mediterranean itineraries aboard the
Sea Cloud start or end with an
included night each in Istanbul
and Rome, it’s worth arriving
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STAY Four Seasons Hotel
Istanbul at Sultanahmet is an
intimate 65-room hotel in the Old
City, just a few minutes’ walk from
Hagia Sophia and the Blue Mosque.
With exceptional service, spacious
guest rooms, and breakfast served
in a flower-filled courtyard, it’s hard
to believe that a century ago this
building was the notoriously harsh
Sultanahmet prison. Doubles from
$400, including breakfast daily,
fresh fruit, and a $100 dining credit.

Set in the chic Nisantasi neighborhood, the 90 rooms at Park Hyatt
Istanbul Maçka Palas have dark
wood paneling and historical photos, along with twenty-first-century
touches such as espresso makers
and iPod docks. Some rooms
come with a private Turkish bath.
Doubles from $320, including
wine and fruit on arrival, breakfast
daily, and one lunch for two.
Shangri-La’s first hotel in Turkey,
the Shangri-La Bosphorus,
Istanbul is set to open in
early 2013, with 169 rooms and 17

suites overlooking the Bosphorus.
In the Besiktas district on Istanbul’s European side, the hotel is
convenient to the Atatürk Cultural
Center and next to the famed
Dolmabahçe Palace and Naval
Museum. Doubles from $455,
including tea and Turkish delight
for two on arrival, breakfast daily,
and a $100 dining credit.
MORE CRUISING Silversea

Cruises’ 13-day sailing from
Piraeus (Athens) to Istanbul on
board the 296-passenger Silver
Wind detours to Egypt with calls
in Alexandria and Port Said.
Departure: March 29;
from $4,999, including a $150
shipboard credit. Virtuoso
Voyager Club adds a private
tour of Ephesus and lunch
in Kusadasi.

Star Clippers unfurls the sails
for an eight-day cruise through
the southern Cyclades aboard
the 170-passenger four-mast
clipper ship, Star Clipper (roundtrip from Athens). Ports include
Bodrum, Santorini, Hydra, and
more. Departures: June 1, July
20, and August 17; from $2,748.
During an 11-day sailing, Regent
Seven Seas Cruises’ 700-passenger Seven Seas Mariner plies
the Mediterranean between
Venice and Istanbul with stops in
Dubrovnik, Croatia, and Kotor,
Montenegro, as well as at ports
throughout Turkey and Greece.
Departure: April 14; from
$5,999, including a $150 shipboard credit. Virtuoso Voyager
Club adds a tour of Corfu, Greece,
with lunch.

Café culture
on Athens’
Mnisikleous
Street and
(top) Park
Hyatt Maçka
Palas.

it. Incredibly, we have the place to ourselves.
Stepping past piles of stone and marble
figures that have stood for centuries, our
ship’s doctor says, “I wonder what will survive from our civilization?”
“Plastic bags,” someone replies.
While the rest of the group gathers round
our garrulous Greek guides, earbuds in
place, my husband and I scramble ahead,
making our way past tumbled ruins toward
what’s known as the Sanctuary of Apollo
and Artemis, atop the highest peak. We pass
fragments of figures from eons past, then
start climbing stone steps through fragrant
scrub and ancientness. A light breeze blows
off the sea.
When we reach the ridgetop, we wander
in opposite directions. A jet from Athens
roars overhead, then silence settles in again.
Turning full circle, I can see infinite views
of the place where sea meets sky. There is an
otherworldly quality to the landscape, with
small rock islands floating in the blue – and
Sea Cloud floats next to one of them, sacred
in its own way.

Floating
off the
coast of
Turkey.
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STAR CLIPPERS
Immerse yourself in a journey where the wind
charts your course and an authentic tall ship
adventure awaits. Climb the mast for a better view of the horizon or simply relax in the
net suspended over the bow with nothing but
crystalline waters below. Our mega-yacht sailing experience makes a Star Clippers cruise feel
more like an intimate vacation with your closest
friends. Explore hidden harbors and destinations
untouched by the larger ships. No long lines onboard, no crowds, just pampered service in a
casually elegant atmosphere.
Sail the Path of the Vikings!
10 & 11-Night Northern Europe
Sailings departing Stockholm
from $2,032 per person, double!
Contact Your Virtuoso Travel Advisor
To Learn More About Star Clippers.
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from its shuttered past. Merit aside, I can barely resist the
urge to buy the rest of the doves’ passage.

leaving bagan, i head through mandalay (Myanmar’s cultural seat of power and last royal capital) to Inle, a 45-square-mile lake in the northeast Shan state.
Whole communities live on Inle, with homes, markets, and
temples constructed on stilts. We cruise to the Inle Princess
Resort through canals tangled with reeds and water hyacinths and floating gardens brimming with tomatoes and cilantro, passing dozens of fishermen along the way paddling
in the traditional manner – with their legs.
Like high-wire artists, they balance one foot on the stern
and use their free leg, wrapped telephone-cord-style around a

long oar, to propel their dugouts with more force than they
could with their arms, all while being able to see over the
tall reeds. It’s improbable water yoga, especially when the
men, still balanced on one leg, trade oars for seven-foottall conical bamboo nets that they operate with simian
ease using their free limb and toes. Near the Inle Princess,
our boatmen kill the engine and take to leg paddling. The flat
water mirrors the sharp clear sky and rolling mountains, and
the swish of the oars is the only sound. This is how life here
has been for centuries.
Before coming to Inle, I’d caught glimpses of timeless
Asia in Myanmar, but it was always tempered by the march
of progress – Bagan’s boomtown enthusiasm and the rat-atat of motorcycles in Mandalay and Yangon. Here, though,

A few of Bagan’s 2,000-plus temples, and (bottom) a fisherman demonstrating traditional fishing and rowing techniques on Inle Lake.
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MYANMAR Rising

Four ways to see the country while it’s hot.
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A personal guide accompanies you
throughout Myanmar on Absolute
Travel’s custom trips. On a ten-day
clockwise loop around the country’s
biggest sites, your host can arrange
permission to enter hard-to-access
temples in Bagan, put you in touch
with a fifth-generation fortune-teller
in Mandalay, and set up a private
canoe sundowner at Inle. The trip
features top hotels throughout, but
the most memorable is Inle Princess
Resort, where lakefront rooms let you
meld into life on the water. If you can,
add a few days to your journey for
more time in Bagan, which can feel
rushed in two days. Departures: Any
day through 2013; from $6,800.

Get off the tourist track aboard
Orient-Express’ Orcaella riverboat, which launches this summer. Eleven-day cruises feature
sights that few travelers get to see,
including a novitiate ceremony at
a monastery in Moktaw and a visit
to the lively market at Kalay, known
as the trade gateway to India. The
elegant 50-passenger ship is a
perfect platform for taking in village
life as scenes of farmers working
rice paddies roll past. And because
the final port of call is Bagan, you
won’t miss Myanmar’s most iconic
destination. Departures: July 22,
August 5 and 19, and September 2;
from $5,610.

Butterfield & Robinson’s nineday trip takes in the same four
destinations that most operators
do – Yangon, Bagan, Mandalay, and
Inle – but its daily walking itineraries get you up close with locals and
in touch with Myanmar’s natural
appeal. From an afternoon vineyard
stroll near Inle Lake to a pilgrimage
to the hillside monastery at Kaung
Dang to witness monks chanting
their morning prayers, this trip is all
about immersion. Departures: January 8 and February 16; from $6,995.

For time-pressed travelers,
Travcoa’s eight-day spin through
Myanmar’s big three is the most
economical way to see this far-flung
land. Temple-hop in Bagan, stop
by the glorious monasteries in the
seventeenth-century capital of
Amarapura, and visit Mandalay’s
Mahamuni Paya temple to see the
venerated Buddha that’s coated in
six inches of gold leaf, followed by
a few days of canoe tours on Inle
Lake. Departures: Any day through
2013; from $3,145.

(MAP) JAMES NOEL SMITH

life feels quaint – preserved. Villagers at Shwe Indein Pagoda, on the western shore, beckon travelers to join them
on the f loor for lunch. At a tiny hamlet on the lake, women
still hand-weave silk on wooden looms. And everywhere,
acrobatic fishermen work their canoes and nets. Places
like Inle, glimmering little gems that feel lost in time, are
Myanmar’s true lure. But to uncover them in the country’s
headlong rush to tourism you’ll need to be willing to adventure. That’s part of the appeal.
My second evening on Inle, I meet Yin Myo Su, the Inle
Princess’ 40-year-old manager, whose family owns the property. Bursting with enthusiasm for what she sees as Myanmar’s renaissance, she explains how the resort is contributing:
a reforestation program above the lake, advocacy to curb
the flow of toxic pesticides from China, a heritage museum
to promote Burmese art and culture, and numerous other

projects. Even bucolic Inle is changing fast, it seems, though
with the long-view oversight of people such as Yin and her
family, perhaps it will maintain its character for years.
Today, Myanmar remains an emerging destination for seasoned travelers. The country faces many challenges: questions over the legitimacy of government reforms, ethnic
strife in the provinces, and crushing poverty resulting from
years of mismanagement. “Myanmar is a work in progress,”
Yin says one evening. “Sanctions and the travel boycott didn’t
hurt the generals – it was the people who suffered. They had
nothing. But now, finally, they have hope.”
Before my return flight to Yangon, I
meet a friend of a friend at a café near
the airport. She’s a guide for tour
operator Butterfield & Robinson, and
Seventh heaven:
like Yin, she’s both bullish about the
Climb 777 steps
country’s prospects and cautious about
to Taung Kalat,
a Buddhist
the way ahead. “Tell the world to come
monastery near
to Myanmar – just not too many at a
Mandalay.
time,” she says earnestly. “Come. But
Opposite:
Silk shuttles
for now, come slowly.” As she speaks, a
ready to weave in
dual-prop plane carrying more expectant
Amarapura.
travelers to Inle roars onto the landing
strip outside. I barely make out her words
over the engine’s throaty growl.
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“It’s yachting, not cruising” Enjoy the difference.
Only 112 Guests
95 Award-Winning
Crew
5-Star Cuisine
Inclusive
Caribbean
Costa Rica
Amazon
Asia
Mediterranean
Yachting Voyages
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Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor and ask for a $200 Spa Credit.

Travel Intelligence

STEP INTO
THE FUTURE
T

hink of yourselves as future astronauts as

you walk through,” Virgin Galactic’s Carolyn Wincer
instructs, and with that, we stride up a walkway flanked
by blackened steel panels to the mouth of the terminal.
Doors open to a stark, narrow hallway suspended above the hangar
that will house two WhiteKnight mother ships and five spaceships.
Arriving at the third-floor lounge, we gain an entirely new perspective through three stories of windows focusing attention on the
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runway. We’re pupils in the swooped, eyelike
The Virgin Galactic
Virgin Galactic Gateway to Space. All that’s
Gateway to Space.
missing is Space Odyssey’s HAL 9000 computer piping out the day’s mission – with a British accent, of course.
What’s seen inside Spaceport America stays inside Spaceport
America: Threats of cell phone and camera confiscation remind us
that this is for our eyes only – nothing is to spoil the astronauts’ surprise on their big day. I’ve traveled to tumbleweed-rich country near

JEFF DAILEY

Virgin Galactic’s forum reveals that liftoff
is tantalizingly close. By JUSTIN PAUL

Get in tune with rhythms of nature,
soothed by the casual ambiance of your
elegant, mid-sized ship – where your
ultra-spacious stateroom is a gracious
retreat, and your verandah is a personal
oasis. And whether you opt for relaxed
dining in the Lido or a classic, fivecourse affair in our Pinnacle Grill, the
choice is always yours.

14-Day China and Japan
ms Volendam

Ocean-view from

03/04; 03/18/2013ˆ
Kobe to Hong Kong

$1,199*

$25 shipboard credit per person;
Pinnacle Grill Dinner

ˆPorts of call are in reverse order

7-Day Inside Passage
ms Volendam

adventurous

breathtaking landscapes, fascinating cultures

Ocean-view from

04/01/2013
Roundtrip Kobe

$1,199*

$25 shipboard credit per person;
Pinnacle Grill Dinner

23-Day South Pacific Crossing
ms Oosterdam

Ocean-view from

04/13/2013
Sydney to Seattle

$2,499*

$50 shipboard credit per person;

17-Day TransPacific Crossing
Spacious, Elegant Ships
Gracious, Award-Winning Service
Worldwide Itineraries
Extensive Activities and Enrichment Programs
Sophisticated Five-Star Dining

ms Volendam

Ocean-view from

04/15/2013
Kobe to Vancouver

$1,599*

$25 shipboard credit per person;
Pinnacle Grill Dinner

*Fuel supplement has been suspended. Holland America Line reserves the right to re-instate the fuel supplement for all guests at up to $9 per person per day should the price of light
sweet crude oil according to the NYMEX (New York Mercantile Exchange Index) increase above $70 per barrel. Please consult our website for current information. Fares are based on
Promo RH. Featured fares are per person based on double occupancy, cruise only. Fares are in U.S. dollars and include non-commissionable fares. Taxes are additional and vary according to itinerary. Subject to availability. Offers are capacity controlled, and may be modified or withdrawn without prior notice. Restrictions may apply. Please refer to the appropriate Holland America brochure for full terms and conditions. Ships’ Registry: The Netherlands.

Travel Intelligence

NOMADIC EXPEDITIONS
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Truth or Consequences, New Mexico, for
a behind-the-scenes look at Richard Branson’s space venture with 42 of Virtuoso’s
accredited space agents (ASAs) from North
America, Australia, and New Zealand and 17
others from around the world.
Staff from all areas of Virgin Galactic’s
operations have flown in for status updates
and to field questions that range from complex to mundane to downright comical:
What if the computer systems fail on reentry?
“SpaceShipTwo is designed to land without
power – it’s a glider – so even if the backup
systems fail too, you’ll touch down safely all
the same.” What if I get a headache during the
flight? “Since there won’t be flight attendants
or room for carry-on luggage, we’re working
on sewing small medical kits into the flight
suits for things like aspirin.” What if clients
want their suit monogrammed? They’re going
to want to look good in photos. (“Space Spanx!”
someone shouts in jest.) “They’ll look good.
Virgin’s known for style.”
By the time we’re examining the ecofriendly air-conditioning system, the group
is buzzing with discussions on the terminal’s near-finished state and the day’s biggest surprises.
“What most impresses me is how serious
this has become,” says Francis Contreras. A
Virtuoso ASA from Coronado, California,
and future Virgin Galactic passenger, Contreras will claim the honor of being the first
Mexican woman to visit space when her
flight takes off. “After talking to the analysts,

MONGOLIA • CHINA • TIBET • BHUTAN • SIBERIA

The nexT fronTier is coming soon.

Just standing in the departure terminal
of the world’s first commercial spaceport
brings that home. Tesla Motors chief Elon
Musk, Amazon’s Jeff Bezos, Budget Suites’
Robert Bigelow, film director James Cameron, and others have joined Branson as
pioneers in space tourism, promising experiences that range from suborbital flights to
moon landings to nightly rentals of private
space stations. But as Virgin Galactic’s vice
president of operations, Mike Moses, points
out, “We’re the only one with a passenger
craft flying.” Left unsaid: Virgin Galactic
is also the only program with a passenger
medical team, a flight suit in design, pilot and

Outside the lounge for friends and
family. Soon guests will stand here
and watch loved ones blast into space.

CELEBRATING OUR 21ST
SEASON OF ADVENTURE
TRAVEL TO MONGOLIA
AND BEYOND

JEFF DAILEY

At Nomadic Expeditions, we believe that
the most exhilarating adventures are those
that enrich our understanding of the world
we live in, its diverse people and places, and
that the most inspiring experiences of our
lives can be discovered by embarking on
journeys that challenge our ideas of what
is possible.
To join us on one of our remarkable tours,
please call your Virtuoso Travel Advisor.

former NASA employees, pilots, and other
staff who came for the day, I’ve changed
from ‘I’m most likely going to space’ to ‘I’m
going to space – soon.’ From the terminal’s
architecture to the employees’ experience,
their ambition, and the money behind this
program, it really shows.”
“I’ve always been excited and had faith
it would happen,” says Virtuoso CEO Matthew Upchurch, who reserved his Virgin
Galactic seat in 2006. “To me, the day here
comes down to three words: This is real.”
Upchurch’s summary hints at the question that’s been on everyone’s mind – none
more so than the 550-plus ticketed passengers: After eight years in development and
an original hope for passenger flights to
begin in 2010, when is this going to fly?
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astronaut training programs, a staffed mission control, and more. None of the others
have a runway or launch pad to call home.
The ASA forum reveals how much progress the spaceline has made. In the last year,
its team has nearly doubled to around 220
members – many with high-level NASA
experience, such as CEO George Whitesides, NASA’s former chief of staff. In the
flight-training room, test pilot Keith Colmer explains the simulator and training
regimen for future pilots. In the room beside it, we receive a rundown on future astronauts’ on-site training: two days of flight
protocol (what to expect and do at specific
times during flight), followed by a full dress
rehearsal on the third day that entails suiting up for a run in a simulator of their own.
In the terminal’s future clinic, chief medical officer Jim Vanderploeg details his role,
which begins four to six months prior to astronauts’ flight dates and continues during
spaceport training. Moses and spaceflight
safety assurance officer Jeff Peters welcome us to the mission control room, where

The brain trust:
Key Virgin Galactic staff
assembled in the hangar.
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ACCESS TO OVER 6,000 JETS
NEWEST MODEL JETS AVAILABLE
READY TO FLY IN JUST 4 HR. NOTICE
24-HOUR ON-CALL SPECIALISTS

Privé Jets does not own or operate aircraft and is a Private Jet Charter Brokerage Company.

Luxury Jet Charter Service
As the only true global jet charter provider, Privé Jets has become the
preferred partner for elite travel agencies and savvy travelers around
the world. With customers in over 70% of the globe, Privé Jets has
the experience and knowledge to handle all your private aviation
needs.

For reservations, please contact
your Virtuoso travel advisor.
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Travel Intelligence

“To me,
the day here
comes down
to three words:
This is real.”
they’ll monitor every second from taxi to
touchdown, and explain how this challenge
differs from their work on NASA shuttle
missions. Standing beside the door to the
runway, chief pilot Dave Mackay and spaceport program manager Mark Butler outline
the big moment on flight day: An elevator
opens to a lounge for friends and family, and
astronauts walk through to the tarmac and
board SpaceShipTwo. From that lounge, the
guests will monitor launch progress from
a variety of streams and tracking camera
feeds on TVs, then step outside to watch
the spaceship’s rocket motor fire when it’s
released from the mother ship.
To wrap up, Virgin turns the tables and
asks ASAs for suggestions on improving passengers’ spaceport experience. Among the
ideas suggested: an on-site spa, massages,
and a yoga or meditation room to deal with
preflight nerves, and helicopter transfers –
it’s a long, barren road to Spaceport America.
Throughout the day, conversations gravitate toward the program’s safety, how Branson walks the talk – he and his children will
take the first flight – and the team’s impressive depth of experience that you don’t learn
from flashy media clips of spaceship rollouts

Go Virtuoso’s accredited space agents are
the exclusive North American travel advisors for Virgin Galactic flights. Until the first
flight, ticketed passengers can receive perks
such as tours of Spaceport America and
invites to the spaceline’s milestone events.
Virgin Galactic flights from $200,000.

Watch a video introduction to the team behind
Virgin Galactic.
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ThE CLay ObSERVaTORy/VIRgIn gaLaCTIC

WE KNOW THAT YOU
DESERVE AN UPGRADE
IN COMFORT

tip
“Virgin Galactic astronauts and their
guests have numerous day-trip options
when not at Spaceport America: Carlsbad Caverns National Park and White
Sands and Gila Cliff Dwellings national
monuments, to name a few.”
- Virtuoso travel advisor
Alfred Volden, Albuquerque

and dedications. Back on the third-floor
balcony, the Land of Enchantment works
its pink and purple sunset palette as a telescope and sofas are arranged on the taxiway for the night’s party. “Take one more
look before we head down,” Wincer calls out
above the din. “This is the last time you’ll get
to stand here without being an astronaut.”
That’s when reality sets in.

SpaceShipTwo decouples from
WhiteKnightTwo for a test flight.
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Quick Escape

TRICK
Derby Day is just one feather in
Louisville’s cap. By LARRY OLMSTED
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From top left: Dressed to
two minutes in sports,” but it acexcess, the 2012 Derby,
tually took I’ll Have Another two
and local spirit.
minutes and two seconds to turn
the world of horse racing upside down at last year’s Kentucky Derby.
When the 15-1 long shot closed like a missile down the home stretch
to beat the favorite and become the first legitimate Triple Crown
contender in years, it was pure adrenaline-pumping, crowd-roaring
Derby magic. Replayed endlessly around the globe, the triumph was
a high-profile reminder of why the Kentucky Derby remains one of
the world’s premier events: It’s fun, exciting, classy, and steeped in
tradition – like Louisville itself.
But the race, undoubtedly Derby City’s biggest attraction, is far
from the only reason to visit. Many Derby-goers return for the city’s
museums, history, horses, restaurants, and, of course, bourbon.
Here are a few of Louisville’s top draws.

(WOMAN) ELSA/GETTY IMAGES, (HORSES) ROB CARR/GETTY IMAGES,
(BOURBON BARREL) BOB STEFKO
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T MAY BE “THE MOST EXCITING

For reservations, call your Virtuoso Travel Advisor.

facebook.com/visitjapan

twitter.com/visit_japan

pinterest.com/visitjapanusa

As a symbol of purity for over 800 years, the torii to Itsukushima
shrine cleanses all who pass through. Opening onto one of
Japan’s most stunning locations, where architecture
Miyajima
pays equal tribute to the spiritual and natural worlds,
Miyajima is truly the land of the divine.

Gateway to the Divine

www.japantravelinfo.com

Experience
a World of
Difference
with Carey

Quick Escape
The Big Event(s)
There’s much more to one of the world’s
most famous horse races than a two-minute
sprint. Race day caps a two-week Derby
Festival that includes a marathon, balloon
and steamship races, parades, and a massive
fireworks display. After 138 straight years,
the Derby is the country’s longest continuously running major sporting event, always
held the first Saturday in May. But the most
delicious action kicks off on Thursday night
with Taste of Derby, a food- and wine-tasting opener helmed by celebrated chefs. Locals love Friday’s Kentucky Oaks, another
highlight of American horse racing that’s
almost as big as the Derby. Since most of
the Derby’s 165,000 visitors have the same
seats on both days, they use the Kentucky

Oaks race as a dress rehearsal, complete
with fancy outfits and elaborate hats (and
a pink theme – it’s a fund-raiser for cancer
charities). Oaks Day ends with several galas,
most notably the black-tie Julep Ball. On
Derby Day (May 4 this year), tension – and
merrymaking – builds all afternoon until
the main event, the Run for the Roses.
Equine Excursions
This part of Kentucky is the heart of the
Thoroughbred horse industry, stretching
from Churchill Downs to Lexington (80
miles), home to its own historic racetrack,
Keeneland. Venture into Lexington and
the bluegrass countryside during a day trip
that includes Keeneland, the Kentucky
Horse Park, and Old Friends, a racehorse
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pages.
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worldwide, Carey’s exclusive global
franchise network assures that our
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superior service no matter where
they need to travel. Carey features a
world-class fleet of late-model vehicles,
a corps of experienced, professional
chauffeurs, and a dedicated, 24-hour
support team you can count on to
deliver your car on time, every time.

More than horses: The Derby City skyline, Louisville Glassworks
(right), and Louisville Slugger Museum and Factory (left).

WORLDWIDE CHAUFFEURED SERVICES

©2012 Carey International, Inc. All Rights Reserved

BOB STEFKO

For rates and
reservations please
contact your Virtuoso
travel advisor
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“Museum Row.” At the most visited attraction, the Louisville Slugger Museum and
Factory, workers still handcraft the vast
majority of baseball bats used in the Major
Leagues. A personalized bat from the gift
shop vies only with small-batch bourbon
as Louisville’s quintessential souvenir. Another highlight, the six-story, $80 million
Muhammad Ali Center, celebrates this
native son with displays of his personal
memorabilia and interactive exhibits.
Other Museum Row attractions: the Frazier History Museum, devoted to arms and
armor going back a millennium; the recently
expanded Kentucky Science Center; Louisville Glassworks; and the Kentucky
Museum of Art and Craft. Also here is 21c
Museum Hotel, the city’s best hotel and a
9,000-square-foot museum of twenty-firstcentury art, free and open 24 hours.

The Kentucky Museum
of Art and Craft.

Culture Quest
Downtown Louisville originally housed
tobacco and whiskey warehouses, but in
recent decades a cultural renaissance has
transformed the heart of Main Street into

retirement home. You can also tour horse
farms such as popular Claiborne Farm,
the final resting place of Secretariat, one of
history’s greatest racehorses and the record
holder in all three Triple Crown races.

Liquid Assets
Seven important distilleries surrounding
the city provide tours and tastings along
the Kentucky Bourbon Trail, and many

Add a little color to your palate.
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Coral pink shrimp. Key Lime pie. And impossibly blue water on the side. With so much
variety, and so many settings, every meal in The Keys is a masterpiece. For reservations,
call your Virtuoso travel advisor. fla-keys.com
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Create St. Andrews
Memories

4 Nights in late April 2013
Guaranteed tee times
on the Old Course,
Carnoustie, Kingsbarns
& New Course
Self-drive automatic van

Virtuoso rates from $2,998

(based upon four golfers sharing)

Contact your Virtuoso
travel advisor

tip
“For great Derby season dining, book
a table well in advance at Jack Fry’s,
a local fine-dining institution (reservations open on March 4). Shop for highend Derby attire – and headwear – at
Clodhoppers boutique.”

21c Museum Hotel’s collection
and (below) exterior.

TwO MINuTES TO REMEMBER

– Emily Baldwin, travel advisor, Louisville, Kentucky

Plotting your Derby getaway.
Go Every seat at Churchill
Downs, even in general-admission grandstands, is sold
as a two-day reserved package for the Oaks and Derby
races, so it’s much easier to
buy a turnkey package from
a specialist. (Note that, unlike
at most sports events, higher
seats are considered better.)
Premiere Sports Travel offers several options, including
one with three nights’ lodging,
good third-level box seats for
the Oaks and Derby, breakfasts, parties, and racetrack
transfers. Departure: May 2;
from $3,725. Seats can be
upgraded for an extra fee.

Horizon & Co. spares no
expense with a trip that
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includes airport and racetrack transfers, three nights’
lodging, and seats in the
prestigious and private Millionaires Row, with an open
bar and included meals, plus
admission to the pre-Derby
Julep Ball. Departure: May 2;
from $12,816.
STAY Its philanthropist
owners carefully combined
five historic bourbon and tobacco warehouses to create
21c Museum Hotel, an art
museum-cum-boutique hotel
on Museum Row. A rotating
selection of contemporary
art fills public spaces, while
the 90 design-oriented guest
rooms brim with original
artwork and endearing items

such as silver mint julep cups
in the minibar. The hotel
also houses a fitness center
and one of the city’s top
restaurants, Proof on Main.
Doubles from $229, including
breakfast daily and one lunch
for two.

BOB STEFKO

Scotland
Golf
Adventure

Quick Escape

companies offer private and group tours
with drivers – hotel concierges can organize daily bourbon treks. Jim Beam is
the closest to the city (about half an hour
south), and the other options are Maker’s
Mark, Heaven Hill, Woodford Reserve,
Wild Turkey, Town Branch, and Four Roses. Louisville’s official Urban Bourbon
Trail comprises 20 bourbon-centric bars
and restaurants.

birthplace of the city’s signature sandwich,
the Hot Brown: hand-sliced turkey breast
over toast, topped with Mornay sauce, tomato wedges, and bacon, and broiled until

Bourbon and BBQ: Woodford Reserve
and (left) pulled pork at Doc Crow’s.

On the Menu
On the border between the North, South,
and Midwest, Louisville features a melting pot of American cuisines. Doc Crow’s
Southern Smokehouse & Raw Bar devotes
its menu to regional foods of the American South, from New Orleans to the Outer
Banks. Proof on Main at 21c Museum Hotel
serves up modern Southern dishes, with a
menu that changes often and focuses on
seasonal, local produce but always includes
a bison burger and other buffalo dishes
(the hotel’s founders own a buffalo farm).
A few blocks away, J. Graham’s Café is the
ADVENTURE-ASSOCIATES.pdf

1

11/15/11

bubbling. Throughout the city you can sample the decadent local specialty, Derby pie, a
richer, denser take on chocolate-pecan pie,
using walnuts instead.

11:26 AM
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QUESTIONS FOR:

Ellen Bettridge

The president of Silversea Cruises
brakes for the Baltics – and gummy bears.
➊ Travel motto? Always carry your bags on!

Q&A

➋ Necessary travel extravagance? A Louis Vuitton
Raspail shoulder bag.

➌ I want to go back to: South Africa, to experience it
➍ Minibar weakness? Gummy bears.
➎ An emerging destination for Silversea this year? Africa’s west
coast – Ghana, Benin, Togo, Senegal, and more – is not to be missed.
It’s still raw and authentic.

➏ Favorite cruise? So far, the Baltics. It’s amazing in the summertime when the sun barely sets.

➐ You’re adding the Galápagos – what will Silversea bring to
the experience? We’ll offer two seven-day, year-round itineraries
beginning in late September. On the Silver Galápagos, adventurous
travelers will have the opportunity to live out their dreams without
sacrificing any creature comforts.

“The souvenir I’ll always love is a picture of my daughters
in Paris, because it was their first trip to Europe.”
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with my children.

Nothing compares to the river. Where else but on a river can you journey into the heart of the world’s greatest cities?
Comfortable and convenient, it offers a greater variety of destinations than you could encounter any other way. Spend
less time getting there and more time being there. Little wonder that river cruising is the fastest-growing segment of the
travel industry. We are proud to be the world’s most award-winning river cruise line.

2013 SPECIAL SAVINGS
UP TO 2-FOR-1 CRUISE PLUS INT’L AIR DISCOUNTS
8-DAY EUROPE FROM *$1,656

PER PERSON

Romantic Danube aboard NEW Viking Longships > Budapest to Nuremberg
Rhine Getaway aboard NEW Viking Longships > Basel to Amsterdam
Dates available throughout 2013

13-DAY RUSSIA FROM *$4,796

PER PERSON

Waterways of the Czars aboard Viking Helgi or Viking Ingvar > St. Petersburg to Moscow
Dates available throughout 2013

12-DAY CHINA FROM *$2,942

PER PERSON

Imperial Jewels of China aboard Viking Emerald > Shanghai to Beijing
Dates available throughout 2013

Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor for details on Viking’s latest offers.
THE WORLD’S LEADING RIVER CRUISE LINE...BY FAR®
*Note: $1,656 per person, Romantic Danube price based on CAT F, select November, 2013 sailings aboard Viking Aegir, Viking Freya, Viking Idun or Viking Njord. $1,656 per person, Rhine Getaway based on CAT F, select Nov-Dec,
2013 sailings aboard Viking Atla, Viking Forseti, Viking Jarl or Viking Rinda. $4,796 per person, Waterways of the Czars price based on CAT DX, select July, 2013 sailings aboard Viking Helgi, Viking Ingvar or Viking Truvor. $2,942
per person, Imperial Jewels of China cruise based on CAT C, select July, 2013 sailings aboard Viking Emerald. 2013 cruise fares listed are for cruise and cruisetour only in U.S. dollars, per person and fares/discount offers are based
on double occupancy. Up to 2-for-1 cruise and international air discounts are considered a single offer. International air does not have to be purchased to get cruise offer. Must request 2013 Special Savings offer at time of booking
and pay in full by current expiration date; call for details. Valid on new bookings only as of 1/1/2013, subject to availability and may not be combinable with any other offers except Past Guest Travel Credit and Referral Rewards
Credit. Viking reserves the right to correct errors and to change any and all fares, fees and surcharges at any time. Additional terms and conditions apply. For Passenger Ticket Contract and offer restrictions, see your travel advisor
for complete details. CST#2052644-40

PROMOTION

Virtuoso Life Exclusive Offers
SUN + SAVINGS: ESCAPE TO PARADISE ON THE PACIFIC
Soak up the sun and VIP attention at Las Alamandas Resort, a luxurious seven villa paradise located
along the “Costalegre” coast of Mexico between Puerto Vallarta and Manzanillo. Enjoy swimming, kayaking, horseback riding, lounging by the pool, walking on a private beach or massages by the ocean.
Indulge with romantic candlelit dinners. Save up to 20% on a four-night stay in an exquisite suite.
From $810 per person, per package, plus service charges and taxes. Rates include gourmet picnic on the beach,
continental breakfast for two daily, welcome bottle of wine and ground transportation to and from the Puerto Vallarta
or Manzanillo airports. Valid through April 30, 2013.

LUXURIOUS STAY IN HISTORIC CARTAGENA GEM
Built as a convent in 1621, the Sofitel Legend Cartagena Santa Clara is both an architectural gem and
legendary landmark in the heart of Colombia’s UNESCO-listed walled city. Tastefully decorated bedrooms and suites offer views of the ancient city, Caribbean Sea, or interior gardens. Savor French cuisine
in El Claustro and Restaurant 1621; sip cocktails in El Coro, the monastery’s former choir; and succumb
to pampering services in the So Spa.
From COP 740,000 (approx. US$407) plus 10% tax per room, per night, double occupancy. Virtuoso guests enjoy an
upgrade, if available; spa credit (equivalent to US$100); and buffet breakfast. Three-night minimum stay required.

FOURTH NIGHT FREE IN THE CITY OF LIGHT
Fresh-baked baguettes and French wine and cheeses on arrival; butter cookies from the famous Poilane
bakery on departure; and free-flowing Champagne, wine, and spirits throughout your stay. No wonder
Virtuoso guests adore Hotel Esprit Saint Germain, located in the most fashionable section of Paris’s
Left Bank. Thankfully, you’ll have an extra (free!) night to enjoy the charming service and sumptuous
comforts of this 28-guestroom boutique hotel when you book a three-night stay.
From EUR 1,200 (approx. US$1,564) for four nights, double occupancy. Virtuoso guests also receive complimentary
American breakfast daily and other exclusive amenities.

STEEPED IN MIDDLE EASTERN MYSTIQUE
St. Regis Hotels and Resorts debuts in Qatar with The St. Regis Doha, a five-star luxury hotel within the
Al Gassar Resort. Drawing design inspiration from the surrounding sand dunes and ancient architecture, the hotel offers 336 guestrooms and suites with Arabian Gulf views, a private beach, a Remède Spa
with 22 treatment rooms, a choice of ten restaurants and lounges, and legendary St. Regis Butler service.
Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor for best available rates. Virtuoso guests receive upgrade on arrival, if available; daily
full breakfast for two in Vine restaurant; late checkout, if available; and $100 spa credit.

INTIMATE & UPSCALE CRUISING IN ALASKA
Experience Alaska from a different perspective. History comes to life on an 11-day Heritage Un-Cruise™
adventure with American Safari Cruises. Sailing between Seattle and Juneau (or reverse) on the
88-guest Safari Legacy (reminiscent of a gold rush coastal steamer), marvel at whales in Johnstone Strait,
Frederick Sound, Chatham Strait and Icy Strait; witness nature in Glacier Bay; and visit Ketchikan,
Wrangell, Petersburg, Sitka, Haines, and Skagway. Enjoy a fun day on San Juan Island.
Fares from $7,895 per person, double occupancy. Departs August 11 & 22, 2013. Virtuoso guests receive 5% discount
on the published fare and a $50 per person Gift Shop Credit if booked by March 1, 2013.

POLAR BEARS & NARWHALS: CANADA ARCTIC SAFARI
Offered only four weeks a year, Arctic Kingdom Polar Expeditions’ hugely popular seven-night arctic
safari invites a privileged few to experience polar bears and the mystical tusked narwhal on Baffin Island,
the only place in the world where they can be easily observed. Kayak under the midnight sun with whales
circling underneath, walk on icebergs, snorkel with narwhal, and savor five-star cuisine at a safari camp
located upon sea ice. A trip of a lifetime for the more adventurous traveler.
Departs May 30; June 6, 14 & 21, 2013. From CAD$9,700 (approx. US$9,765) per person, double occupancy.
Virtuoso guests receive a complimentary fleece jacket.

CONTEMPORARY JEWEL IN ANCIENT JERUSALEM
Celebrating the best of old and new worlds, Mamilla Hotel is located in the heart of Jerusalem, with
views of the Old City walls and close proximity to Alrov Mamilla Avenue. Designed by Piero Lissoni,
hotel guestrooms blend modern design, original pieces, and whimsical touches. Mamilla’s Akasha Wellbeing Center is also popular with western and eastern treatments.
Discover Jerusalem special from $340 per night (min. three-night stay) which includes one free dinner. Receive Virtuoso
exclusive $70 credit toward all hotel and beverage outlets (The Roof Top Restaurant, Mamilla Café, and Mirror Bar)
once during stay. Available through February 28, 2013.

PICASSO AND CHICAGO
Location is everything, and Trump International Hotel & Tower Chicago boasts the city’s most enviable address located in the heart of River North and the Magnificent Mile. This February the Art Institute celebrates the 100-year relationship between Picasso and Chicago by bringing together over 250
of his finest pieces of work. Join Trump Chicago and the Art institute for the first large-scale Picasso
exhibition organized by a museum in almost 30 years with two complimentary VIP tickets and more.
From $395 per night. Virtuoso guests enjoy upgrade on arrival, if available; daily continental breakfast, and a $100 Spa
services credit. Available February 20 – May 12, 2013.

HISTORICAL HAVEN IN THE HEART OF PHILADELPHIA
History is palpable in Philadelphia. Making its mark among the landmark buildings: The Ritz-Carlton,
Philadelphia with its 299 well-appointed guestrooms and renowned penthouse. Explore Independence Hall, the Liberty Bell, and other cultural treasures, then succumb to hotel pleasures: treatments in
the Richel D’Ambra Spa and Salon, and regional American cuisine under the direction of Eric Ripert in 10
ARTS Bistro.
From $299 per night. Virtuoso guests receive a room upgrade upon arrival, if available; continental breakfast daily in 10
ARTS Bistro (or $40 per person, per day in-room dining); $100 food and beverage credit; and late checkout.

FOURTH-NIGHT-FREE SKI SPREE IN COLORADO
The family-friendly Park Hyatt Beaver Creek Resort and Spa offers a heavenly location, myriad outdoor activities, and four distinct seasons. This time of year, it’s a paradise for skiers, offering ski-in/skiout access and the Children’s Ski School next door. After a day on the slopes, parents can unwind in the
Allegria Spa and 8100 Mountainside Bar while the little guys enjoy Camp Hyatt and Kids Happy Hour
around the fire pit.
From $549 per night, double occupancy. Virtuoso guests enjoy breakfast for two daily and $100 food and beverage
credit. Fourth night free offer valid through February 28, 2013; book by February 25, 2013.

EXCLUSIVE HIDEAWAY IN TURKS AND CAICOS
If ever a resort was in harmony with its environs, this would be the one. Located in Turks and Caicos, just
steps from one of the island’s most secluded beaches, Amanyara offers private stand-alone pavilions
and villas, each with three retractable sides to welcome in the outdoors. Rates include non-motorized
water sports, snorkel trips, tennis lessons, yoga classes, private bar (except spirits), and more. Book five
nights or more and receive daily breakfast and dinner.
From $1,700 per room, per night. Offer valid through May 31, 2013, excluding President’s Week (February 13-24) and
Spring Break (March 24 – April 6).

JOURNEY TO THE TIP OF SOUTH AMERICA
Cruceros Australis has been exploring the Chilean and Argentinean coasts with three- and four-night
itineraries for more than 20 years. Thrilled travelers have begged for a longer trip, allowing them to explore, in more depth, the beautiful wilderness areas of Tierra del Fuego. New this year and next: five
special seven-night departures on the 136-passenger Via Australis showcasing Ushuaia, Cape Horn, Punta Arenas, and the glaciers and fjords of Tierra del Fuego.
Departs November 7, December 2 & 10, 2013; February 3 and March 6, 2014. From $5,177 per person, double
occupancy. Virtuoso guests receive a free night in Punta Arenas at the Cabo de Hornos Hotel.

PROMOTION

FREE PARKING IN VAIL WITH ANY NEW RESERVATION
From the moment you pass through the massive cobblestone porte-cochere into the soaring atrium of
The Sebastian - Vail, you’ll be impressed – big time. Located in the heart of the Village, this is Vail’s
most stylish boutique hotel, offering ski-in/ski-out access to Gondola #1 from their Base Camp. Play
hard in the snow, then reward yourself with a treatment in the Bloom Spa, a “throwback” cocktail in
Frost Bar, and dinner in Leonora or the more casual Market.
Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor for best available rates. Receive an upgrade (if available), daily breakfast for two and a
$100 hotel credit. NEW: Book a new reservation by 2/14/13 for travel now through 4/14/2013 and receive free parking!

DRIVE A BEAUTIFUL MERCEDES IN EUROPE
How would you like to drive a Mercedes on your next European vacation? Auto Europe is offering
up to 15% off Mercedes Benz and luxury car rentals through April 30, 2013 – if you book by February 15.
Auto Europe has a huge inventory (including the largest selection of luxury vehicles such as Ferrari,
Porsche, and BMW), the best rates in over 8,000 locations worldwide, and impressive customer service
(a toll-free phone number allows you to easily contact them from nearly every European country).
Hurry! Book by February 15 to save up to 15%.

CAPE TOWN, KRUGER, AND VICTORIA FALLS
Discover Southern Africa in style on African Travel’s ten-day Southern Explorer trip showcasing cosmopolitan Cape Town; the country’s premiere wildlife haven, Kruger National Park; and Victoria Falls,
one of the Seven Natural Wonders of the World. During your three-night stay in South Africa’s Mother
City, venture to the ruggedly beautiful Cape of Good Hope, visit the endearing penguin colony of Boulders Beach, and dine with a local Capetonian family in their home.
Next: Track the Big Five – lions, leopards, elephants, rhinos, and buffalos – on twice-daily drives during
a three-night stay at a private game lodge bordering Kruger. Look forward to a night in South Africa’s
mega-city, Johannesburg, before continuing on to Victoria Falls (Zimbabwe side) where a two-night
visit allows time for a sundowner cruise on the Zambezi River. Virtuoso guests receive a complimentary
pre-tour night at The Twelve Apostles Hotel and Spa in Cape Town and a free dinner at the hotel.
Departs Cape Town throughout the year. Ten days from $6,795 per person, land only, double occupancy. Includes premium accommodations and many meals. (Internal airfare is an additional $1,630.)

OVER THE TOP: MINARETS & MEDINAS OF MOROCCO
Morocco lies at the crossroads of Europe and Africa, between the Atlantic and Mediterranean, and the
snowcapped Atlas Mountains and the Sahara desert. This is the land of the French Foreign Legion’s
white pillbox kepis, Berber tribesmen, and mysterious Tuareg “blue men” in indigo cheches (veil and
turban). It’s a land where camels stroll the dunes in search of oases, and the muezzins' call to prayer
echoes across the medinas.
On TRAVCOA's journey you'll admire the graceful architecture of ancient mosques, discover exotic
cuisines that meld both African and Mediterranean flavors, visit Morocco’s four Imperial Cites (Rabat,
Fes, Meknes, and Marrakech) and stay in luxurious hotels including renowned lodging in Marrakech, a
riad in Fez, a kasbah in Skoura and a night in the desert in a luxury tent. Guests will be immersed in a new
and exciting culture, and experience the beautiful contrasts of Morocco’s geography.
Departs April 16 & October 22, 2013. From $12,995 per person, double occupancy. Includes luxury accommodations;
the services of a professional Travcoa Travel Director; three meals per day with Travcoa’s exclusive Dine-Around Program,
which allows guests to dine at any restaurant of their choice; sightseeing with professional, English-speaking, local
guides; all gratuities (except those for the Travcoa Travel Director); and more. Virtuoso guests enjoy an exclusive $500
discount per booking on the April 16 departure.

FOURTH NIGHT FREE ON HEAVENLY NEVIS
One of the Caribbean’s best-kept secrets, Nevis is a serene and secluded paradise in the West Indies. The
unspoiled island – a virtual nature reserve with mountain-to-sea views and a friendly vibe – is home to
an extraordinary resort: Four Seasons Resort Nevis.
Its 196 spacious guestrooms and suites are just steps from the ocean, and each features a furnished outdoor veranda and an oversize marble soaking tub. Take advantage of twice-weekly complimentary clinics at the on-site Robert Trent Jones Jr. golf course. Or enroll in the Dive and Dine Program and spend a
day with a dive instructor, returning for a private beach dinner. Prefer to relax? Book a facial, massage, or
body treatment in the tropical spa. (And if you don’t want to budge from your luxe guestroom, a therapist will bring the spa to you). This much is certain: You’ll wish you could stay longer. Done! Book a
three-night visit and your fourth night is free.
From $595 per night. Fourth night free offer valid through December 19, 2013. Virtuoso guests receive an upgrade
upon arrival, if available; full American breakfast daily; late checkout; and $100 activity credit.

FREE SPA TREATMENT IN THE CARIBBEAN
Imagine rock-climbing as you make your way to Cozumel. Ice skating as you glide to Grand Cayman. Or
playing hoops with the kids as you sail to Jamaica. Such is life on Royal Caribbean International’s
Mariner of the Seas®. See for yourself this February on a seven-night, winter-busting cruise to the
Western Caribbean. Prefer something less strenuous? Choose from 100+ treatments (including
acupuncture) in the Vitality™ Spa, take a yoga class, or chill out in the Solarium, the Mariner’s adultsonly retreat.
The 3,114-guest ship offers a host of new enhancements: flat-screen televisions in the staterooms, an
outdoor movie screen, Giovanni’s Table Italian restaurant, Royal Babies & Tots™ Nursery, and a more
intimate Vintages wine bar. Ashore, interact with dolphins in Chankanaab National Park during your call
in Cozumel; explore Grand Cayman’s world-famous Seven-Mile Beach, and climb spectacular Dunn’s
River Falls in Jamaica.
Mariner of the Seas® sails roundtrip from Galveston, Texas February 3, 2013. From $889 per person, double
occupancy. Virtuoso guests booking a balcony or above stateroom receive a complimentary spa treatment per person.

AUSTRALIA, FAR OFF THE BEATEN PATH
Orion Expeditions is known for its adventurous spirit and penchant for venturing off the beaten tourist path to remote and pristine destinations. Their 10-night Kimberly Expedition aboard the 106-guest
Orion showcases the secluded beaches, wildlife-rich river inlets, and indigenous rock art of Western
Australia and the Northern Territory. Sailing between Broome and Darwin (or reverse), marvel
at 130-million-year-old dinosaur footprints at Gantheaume Point. Witness, via Zodiac, the Horizontal
Waterfalls of the Buccaneer Archipelago and the aboriginal art gallery at Raft Point.
Embark on an optional helicopter excursion to Mitchell Falls. Walk (if you wish, and you’re adventurous) to the top of King George Falls. And enjoy a flightseeing excursion over the World Heritage-listed
Bungle Bungle Ranges in Purnululu National Park. Custom-designed for expedition cruising, the Orion
dazzles with menus created by award-winning chef Serge Dansereau. (Look for produce and flavors
reflecting the regions you visit.)
Departs April through September 2013. From $7,030 per person, double occupancy. Virtuoso guests receive a
complimentary wine package.

Souvenir

tip
“For beautiful traditional weaving
in Cuzco, go to Espaderos (Calle
Espaderos 123), Awana Kancha (Km.
23 Pista Cusco-Pisac), or the nonprofit Centro de Textiles Tradicionales del Cusco (Avenida Sol 603).”
– Cecilia Artoni,
travel advisor, Lima

Warm and Fuzzy

MEMORIES

In Machu Picchu’s heyday, only Inca nobility were permitted to wear alpaca garments. Today, Andean artisans continue a
centuries-long tradition (albeit with much more democratic distribution), weaving the silky fleece of this diminutive llama
cousin into rich blankets, shawls, and tapestries. In Cuzco, the former Inca capital and gateway to Machu Picchu, alpaca work
abounds. Many textiles incorporate traditional symbols, such as the Inca cross (on the blanket pictured above), a multilayered symbol thought to encompass key elements of the great civilization’s beliefs – which also happens to look great
draped over the back of your sofa. Alpaca blanket, made in Peru, $90; www.alpacaboutique.ecrater.com.
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Find a cozy piece of Incan tradition in Cuzco.

Helping you plan a lifetime
of extraordinary trips.

.............. 2010 ....................... 2011 ....................... 2012 ....................... 2013 ....................... 2014 ...............

Virtuoso

®

Getting you the most RETURN on LIFE™.
Just as your financial advisor ensures your return on investment, your Virtuoso® travel advisor ensures
your RETURN on LIFE™. From weekend getaways to longer vacations, they collaborate with you on all of your
travel dreams. Because it’s not about one trip of a lifetime, it’s about a lifetime of extraordinary trips.
If you do not currently have a travel advisor, but are interested in learning more about
the advantages of being a Virtuoso traveler, please contact us today at (866) 401-7974
or (817) 870-0300 outside of the U.S. or email us at travel@virtuoso.com.

www.virtuoso.com

The world’s finest travel agencies and advisors are Virtuoso.

Warm Wishes for a Beautiful & Well-Traveled New Year!
Resolve to maximize your RETURN on LIFE™, knowing that your Virtuoso® travel advisor is at your service.
VIP Treatment – Virtuoso-exclusive upgrades and amenities
Insider Access – Their global connections become your global connections
Peace of Mind – Count on them before, during, and after every trip

The world’s finest travel agencies and advisors are Virtuoso.

Read about a Virtuoso traveler who maximized her
RETURN on LIFE on page 62.
If you do not currently have a Virtuoso travel advisor, but
are interested in speaking to one, please contact us today at
(866) 401-7974 or travel@virtuoso.com.
www.virtuoso.com/VLapps

